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WHEN???
FALL
WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Band, Orchestra, Choir and Guitar
Camps
Christmas Concert Preparation
Festival and Concert Preparation
Ten Weeks Music Camp
Students Age 8 through 14

WHY???
Our clinicians and instrumental specialists teach sec
tionals to prepare for your concert or festival. We
accomplish in depth teaching in a woodland setting
that combines music & outdoor recreation which in
spires esprit-de-corps.

WHO???

HUMMINGBIRD
SUMMER MUSIC
and RECREATION CAMP

Arrangements made for: Special Clinicians,
Hummingbird Staff instrumental specialist,
and recreation programs. Generally a 3-day
camp suffices for most objectives (Friday
through Sunday or during the week). For
additional information:
K.L. Higgins 1-505-829-9631
Hummingbird Box 6
Jemez Springs, New Mexico 87025

Cleveland Mid-School
Jal High School
Las Vegas Mid-School
Taos High School
Grants NM Mid-School
Los Alamos Mid-School
Espanola High School
Espanola Mid-School
Manzano High School
Lincoln Mid-School
Las Cruces Mid-Schools
Truman Mid-School
Ruidoso Mid-School
Mora High School
Hayes Mid-School
St. Paul High School
Clayton Schools
Los Lunas Mid-School
Jemez High School
Highland High School
Socorro Mid-School
Jemez High School
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Albq. Youth Symphony
Albq. Youth Orchestra
Jefferson Mid-School
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Albq. Suzuki School
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Hoover M i d S
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Taft M i d S- chool
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McKinley M i d S
- chool
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Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
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Band
Band
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Choir
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Annual NMMEA Board o
Directors Meeting

President's Report
John Schutz

etudes, clinicians, and programs for your
specialty area. Plan to submit your request
for leave early.

NAJE New Mexico Jazz All-State

The dates for the second NM Jazz All
State are November 18-19, 1988. The
event will be held at NMSU. For more infor·
mation contact Mr. Ken Van Winkle at
NMSU. This year's clinician is Mr. Ed
Soph.

John Schut%

Fall Meeting July 29, 1988

Welcome back to what looks to be an
exciting year here in New Mexico. As l visit
with administrators and music teachers
around the state, it is very evident that we
have many changes In programs and
teachers. This means the work of the state
organization will be even more critical this
year In the success of continuing a progres·
sive music education program in our state.
We must as members of NMMEA. seek out
the new teachers in our local areas and get
them involved and aquainted with the
workings of the state music association. It Is
very difficult to know all the correct proce·
dures, times lines, and activities without the
help of the old veterans, so get out there
and welcome all the new music educators in
the state

NMMEA AU-State 1989

Contracts have been sent, clinics plan·
ned, schedules finalized, and most other
organizational activities are complete for
this year's All-State. Please look In other
sections of this issue for the audition

Senate Joint Memorial #4
Thank you to all who helped with input
and support for this memorial. Ms. Sally
Rynott is working on refinement and con·
tinued input to this bill and would appre·
elate any comments you may have con·
ceming the memorial.

Indianapolis MENC Convention
Don Gerheart and l both attended the
convention. The clinics and leadership
workshops that I attended were most help
ful and our continued work with the south·
west states on our division provided many
chances to exchange Ideas and organlza·
tional skills.

NM Alliance for Arts Education

I strongly urge all NMMEA members to
consider their support for this organization.
They are quite active both locally and on
the state level, supporting the arts In the
public schools.
l hope that you have had a great summer
and are ready to get back to work Best of
luck with your programs this year and do
not hesitate to call on any of your executive
officers for help during the year. Your input
and help is always welcome, so keep in
touch and have a great semester.

New Mexico Activities Assa
ciation Report
Walter Lane, Assistant to th
Director

1. Status of Major 1987-88 Legislativ
thrust · The number of allowable da�
away from school has been frozen at 1
rather than being further reduced as schec
uled.

2. Uniformity In enforcing interschola1
tic eligibility rules· A document addres:
ing this issue was sent out of the NMA
office to all activity sponsors. If this docl
ment was not received or if you have an
eligibility questions, please contact Da
Salzwedel (243·7991).

3. Efforts to market interscholastic a1

tlvities · The entire activities communil
must provide a unified effort in promotin
the importance of all interscholastic activ
ties rather than fragmenting our efforts in
parochial way. Current opportunities fc
promotion exist through the NMAA offic
with public service announcements, a stat
fair booth, and the NMAA day at tr.
November 12th UNM football game. If yo
have questions or comments conta ,
Walter Lane (243-7991).

4. TARGET· A program of the Nation.
Federation of State High School Assocl:
tions designed to help students cope wit
alcohol and other drugs. The TARGE
Resource Center has educational and pri
fessional materials available in the field ,
alcohol and other drug education and pr,
vention. Their toll free number is 1·80C
366-6667. The TARGET New Mexico r ,
source person is Frances Wal!
(243·7991).

STEINWAY

�t.,\?•, 11

4600 Menaul NE

Wurlitzer

Albuquerque

1
\

884-5605
4
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Bundy II.

/

The flute

that encourages students
as much as you do.

The Bundy II works with you in teaching the right
way to play. With the Bundy II, it's easier for
students to produce the sound you want right from
the start. And improvement is rewarded with music
that matches their progress.
The Bundy II head joint is one reason this flute is a
valuable learning-and teaching-partner. A reso
nant .OW' wall, improved lip plate, and precision cut
embouchure hole combine to give students far more
control-and far more satisfaction. Other features,
like exclusive pHot-type pivot screws and five adjust
ing screws, help maintain regulation. And keep the
instrument our of the repair shop, in student's hands.
Of course, the price of a Bundy II is encouraging to
parents. So is the careful construction, which holds
up under years of practice, lessons and concerts.
In short, the results of Selmer craftsmanship please
everyone. That makes the Bundy II a gratifying
choice for you.

Tltt/rtt Stimer/luli catalog
cun tt/1you "'4rt. Togtt ont, wntt U>:

Flu1e CataltJg, Box 310, £/khan, IN46515.
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OUR EXECUTIVE SECRETARY SAYS...

Rollie Heitman

The beginning of the forty-fifth year of
the New Mexico Music Educators Associa·
tlon launches a school year with many
problems facing the music and arts educa·
tion scene in the New Mexico Schools. The
1986 New Mexico Legislature's Reform
Bill, along with the bleak financial situation
poses many problems for most Boards of
Education and school administrators. All
school systems will be short of funds for
supplies, equipment and personnel
There is a ray of hope, from the Christian
Science Monitor: "It is time for those who
care deeply about the arts to have a united
voice, rather than arguing fine points that
are not fundamentally different The Na·
tional Endowment for the Arts and the
National Endowment for the Humanities
have issued a report titled "TOWARD
CMLIZATJON." The report is a response
to a request by congress a couple of years
ago. This report written to fulfill the Con·
gressional mandate is also an open letter to

w£LC014

the American people, to the Educational
Community, and to those who love the arts
and understand their Importance in educa·
tion and the maintenance of a viable civil!·
zation. For it is in the hands of the people
that the future of arts education rests."
Music instructors in the schools of New
Mexico must do more planning In the utili·
zatlon of learning materials. equipment
and space that is available. Music instruc·
tors must emphasize to parents, school
administrators and the public, especially
legislators the values of creativity learning
in the growth and development of children
at all ages and grade levels.
There is still some confusion as to the
effect of the Educational Reform Act,
Senate Bill No. 106. Music educators and
administrators must carefully plan sched·
ules to insure students are receiving a
balanced education. Students still are re·
quired to maintain a 2.0 point grade aver·
age to participate in extra-curricular activl·
ties. Music classes are not defined as extra·
curricular, however participation in Music
Festival and All-State Music Festival may be
considered as extra-curricular. The high
school music instructor must carefully
monitor the performing music students to
maintain quality academic work
There have been a number of changes In
the All-State audition procedures for the
1988 auditions. Please check carefully the
HANDBOOK which is printed in this issue
of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Please
note the audition materials also printed in

We're Proud to be

NEW MEXICO Headquarters for the
.fnservice
MUSIC
EDUCATORS
Leadersnip
ASSOCIATION Conference

January 1989
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this issue and urge your students to sta
their preparations for the auditions. Mo
than 2,200 students auditioned for A
State last year. The competition is keen.
The NMMEA officers have been workir
diligently to arrange another outstandir
All-State Music Festival and Inservice Co
ference to be held in the UNM Fine At
Center, January 4-7, 1989. Make yo
plans to attend The NMMEA All-Sta
Music Festival and lnservice Conferen
has maintained a very high standard of pe
formance and inservice activity because tt
leading music educators of New Mexh
schools take an active and involved part
the program to elevate and improve mu�
education in New Mexico schools. Wl'u
you are asked to serve as a chairman, •
assistant, or sergeant-at-arms. please a
cept and become involved. Also, mal
early arrangements for professional lea·
from your school program. Nearly 80%
all the music teachers in the state attend,
the 1988 All-State. Be sure to send yo
dues to MENC
With all the confusion and frustratit
concerning education in New Mexl
schools, music educators must put fm
every creative effort to maintain and e
hance music education programs for
students.
If I may be of any service, please do n
hesitate to contact me: 1150 Don Gasp,
Santa Fe, 87501; Phone 982-1091.

· om The Editor's Desk
)n Gerheart

� we start anotheryear together I would
to define the purpose of THE NEW
XICO MUSICIAN as taken from The
Iona! CouncU of State Editors paper.
iE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN is a
1m within which the music educators in
state may communicate with each other
educational issues, instructional strate
, , affairs of the New Mexico Music Ed
tors Association, and related items. One
the primary concerns of THE NEW
)(ICO MUSICIAN is to promote the
vities of the NMMEA"
HE NEW MEXICO MUS!ClAN does a
1 good job of Informing you of the activi
of the NMMEA I again encourage more
1t from you in the area of submitting
:les. Let's see if we can do a much better
of sharing our expertise with each
�r.
laterial which may be of interest to our
nbership may be centered upon the fol
Ing topics: 1. Teaching strategies, 2.
,ics of general interest (helpful hints,
etin boards), 3. Special subjects you
�d like to share (concerts, projects,
1puter use), 4. Curriculum develop1t, and 5. Special achievements by your
Jp, class or yourself.

vou write your article

emember that you are writing to your
eagues in New Mexico and sharingyour
ertise with them. Write about something
are very familiar with. Our readers are
rested in what is happening in music
cation in our state and in learning new
s and approaches of teaching music.
: e clearly and in a concise manner using
ight forward language. Be yourself and
I d using an overabundance of "big"
ds, a lot of statistics, and long quotes.
examples of how your ideas are used
students, colleagues and in your dis.Articles need to be of interest and have
tning.

ormat your article

!lect a title which is "catchy." Select

three or so key points and highlight them
perhaps In sub-headings. You may wish to
include a few diagrams, photos or charts.
Be sure to provide a caption for these visu
als. Type your article, double-spaced, and
limit your article to four or five pages. Proof
read carefully and keep a copy of your
article.
On a separate page list your name,
school and home addresses and phone
numbers. Include a very brief paragraph
about your professional background and
responsibilities.
All articles submitted will be reviewed
and if it is felt that the article Is of benefit to
our music educators published on a space
available basis.

Deadlines for submitting copy and
advertising to THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN are:
August 1 for the fall issue
October 1 for the winter issue
March 1 for the spring issue

Officers Elect 1989-1991

President - Linda McAlister-Servold
Vice President, Band • Henry Estrada
Vice President, Chorus · Diane Roberts
Vice President, Orchestra • Doug Poff
Vice President, Elem/JH · Donna Moore
Vice President, Coll/Univ- Ken Van Winkle

THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, DON GERHEART, EDITOR
Report for August 1, 1987 thru July 28, 1988
Advertising

" of ads

Fall Issue
Winter Issue
Spring Issue
Expenses
Typesetting

Printing

Malllng

24
27
26

Total Due

Balance Due

$2483
$2798
$2569

·O·

· O·

$155

Fall Issue
Winter Issue
Spring Issue

$1398.54
$ 983.76
$1060.37

Totals = $3442.67

Fall Issue
Winter Issue
Spring Issue

$1700.00
$1794.45
$1700.00

Totals = $5194.45

Fall Issue
Winter Issue
Spring Issue

$ 195.37
$ 190.64
$ 170.23

Totals = $ 556.24

Note. The moiling expense is only for moiling magazines and does not include other postage fees.
Foll Issue cost =

$3293.91

Income= $2483

·$810 9 1

Winter Issue cost = $2874.40
Spring Issue cost = $2930.60

Income = $2798
Income = $2569

·$ 7640
·$361.60

NMMEA subsity for The New Mexico Musician

-$1248.91

Fall Issue = $1350
Winter Issue = $ 700
$2050

THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN DON GERHEART, EDITOR
Financial Report - August 1, 1987 thru July 28, 1988
INCOME

Ads
NMMEA Support
Subscriptions
Interest
Check Refund
Artesia (magazines)
1987 Outstanding Ads
1988-89 Ads Paid
Balance on Hand 8/1/88
Total =

$ 7,850.00
$ 2,050.00
$
51.19
$ 120.88
$
6.52
97.75
$
$ 930.00
$ 435.00
$ 1,551.08
$ 13,092.42

EXPENSES

Magazines (3 issues)
Postal Permits
Stamps
Office Supplies & Phone
Total=
Outstanding ads

$ 9,193.36
$ 150.00
91.00
$
72.11
$
$ 9,506.47
$ 155.00

Balance in Los Alamos National Bank os of July 28, 1988 = $3430.95

Respectfully submitted, Donald E. Gerheart, Editor
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BAND

Henry Estrada

I would like to welcome everyone back I
hope that you have had an enjoyable sumer
and are looking forward to another pros·
perous year with your students. One of the
first things you should do as this year begins
is to make plans to attend the 1989 All
State Convention. Plans for the 1989 All
State Convention are well underway. There
will be many exciting clinics and concerts
for you to take advantage of.
I would like to send a special ''Thank
You'' to Kurt Steinhaus for his service and
leadership as Band Vice-President In our
state organization. Kurt has left Alamo
gordo to work for the State Department of
Education in Santa Fe. We wish him the
best of luck and continued success in his
new position.

HONOR BAND

Congratulations to Gordon Hart and the
Clovis High School Symphonic Band for
being selected as the 1989 New Mexico All
State Honor Band. rm sure that they will
put together an excellent performance for
us on the Thursday evening Honor Con
cert. Thanks lo oil the directors who sub
mitted tapes for consideration. It's great to
know that we have so many excellent bands
and musicians in our state.

ALL-STATE

The Symphonic Band Clinician for the
1989 All-State will be Dr. Kenneth Single
ton from the University of Northern
Colorado. Composer and conductor
James Curnow will direct the 1989 All
State Concert Band. The concert programs
for both groups are printed in this issue of
THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
I hope that you will be able to take advan·
tage of the wide variety of clinics that will be
available at the All-State Convention. Take
8

Vice-Presidents' Reports
a few moments to fill out necessary froms
and inform your administrators of plans to
attend the All-State clinics. University pro
fessors from New Mexico as well as some
clinicians from out of state will give presen·
tations on teaching brass, woodwinds, and
percussion. I hope you can attend the Jazz
Concert on Wednesday evening featuring
the Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra and a
special guest soloist Other workshops will
include a panel discussion on the philos·
ophy of music education, new music read·
ing session, and some special workshops
with clinicians sponsored by The Music
Mart. Luchetti Music, Baum's Music, and
the Kjos Music Co.

JAZZ ALI...STATE

The first New Mexico All-State Jazz Band
Festival held at New Mexico State Univer·
sity last November was a great success.
Plans for the second annual All-State Jazz
Festival and Clinic are already underway.
The dates for this event are November 18
and 19 and will be held at NMSU again this
year. This year's guest clinician will be Ed
Soph, professional drummer and clinician
for Yamaha Drums and Zlldjlan Cymbals. lf
you need information about this event con·
tact Ken Van Winkle at New Mexico State
University in Las Cruces. NAJE (National
Association of Jazz Educators) will con·
tinue to have a January All-State business
meeting along with several clinics and a
reading session.

ALL-STATE AUDITIONS

Encourage the students that should be
working to audition for the All-State
groups. The Sample Judging Sheets print
ed elsewhere in this issue may be of value to
students, directors, and private instructors.
Please make this information readily avail
able. Take note of suggested tempo mark
ings and minimum range requirements for
the scales. The information concerning
scales should be found elsewhere In this
issue. Remind your percussion students
that all snare, timpani, and mallet auditions
will include themultiple percussion etude.

UST OF NEW MEXICO
ADJUDICATORS

The list of educators that are available to
judge at music festivals is available upon
request If you would like to be added to this
list, or know of someone who would like to
be added to this list, please complete the
NMMEA Information Form and send it to
me.

In addition, if you have had a change ,
address or telephone number since you la
filled out a form, you should call me at 86!
5751 or mail the new information to me!
that our list can remain updated.
Any comments or suggestions you me
have are welcome and encouraged. T,
gether we can work to make our organiz;
tion as strong as possible.
1989 AU-STATE SYMPHONIC BANI
Dr. Kenneth Singleton, Conductor

Souvenir of Russia: Russian National
Hymn
by Brahms - to be arranged by K Singleto
by Sept 1, 198
Pines of Rome (all movements)
by Respighi, arr. Duk,
1989 ALL-STATE CONCERT BAND
Mr. James Curnow, Conductor
The Spirit of the Guard

by Cumo
pub. Jenson, Concert Marc
#237-1901

Folk Dances
by Shostakovich arr. R Reynol<
pub. Fischer #J71
Strike Up The Band
by Gershwin arr. Bark,
pub. Jenson 11208-1902
Canticle of The Creatures
by Cumo
pub. Jenson #237-0301

ALL-STATE AUDITION
INFORMATION

Wind and Percussion Dates, Centers ar
Chairpersons
November 28 · Las Cruces · Tony
Montano

November 29 · Roswell · Kent Jordan
November 30 · Albuquerque · Dale
Kempter

December 1 · Santa Fe · Clark Pontsler

Registration Deadline is Nov.

� continued on pagl9
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Solo/Ensemble

:1rge Group yes no

yes

no

-----------------------------------------------------------·

DIORAL AtlJ CRHSrRAL
UNIFORMS
• Blazers and Pleated Trousers
• Tux Shirts
• Bow Ties and Cummerbunds
• Sequin Accessories
• Tux Coat and Pants
• Dresses and Gowns
• Suspenders, etc.
To receive your free Catalogue, call
H-Free 1-800-528-7009 or 602-897-0766
1500 West Drake
Tempe, Arizona 85283
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1988 NEW MEXICO ALL-STATE AUDITION TITLES
For Woodwinds, Brass and Percussion
FLUTE and PICCOLO (24 Flute Concert Studies From J.S.
Bach's Works and Famous Flute Solos, Southern B-432)

p. 16, No. 8 Glgue dotted quarter =80
p. 154, Pavane pour une infante d · Ravel quarter = 54 (to the
first fennata)

OBOE and ENGLISH HORN (Selected Studiesfor Oboe, H.
Voxman, Rubank Inc. 939-75)
p. 6, F Major · Fedorow quarter =76
p. 22, Gambaro quarter =132 (to the first fennata)

SOPRANO CLARINETS Bb & Eb (Selected Studies for
Clarinet, H. Voxman, Rubank Inc. 938-75)
p. 26, A Major · Ferling-Rose eighth =88
p. 41, Muller half = 112
ALTO, BASS, CONTRA-ALTO and CONTRA-BASS
CLARINETS (Me/odious and Progressive Studies, book 1 for
clarinet, David L Hite, Southern B-448)
page numbers vary with different editions
18 Expressive Studies based on scales... F. Demnitz # 8 F#
Minor dotted quarter =50
18 Expressive Studies based on chords ... F. Demnitz #4 D
Minor half = 66
BASSOON (J. Weissenborn Bassoon Studies, Opus 8, No. 2
for Advanced Players, Carl Fisher, N448-43)
p. 11, Andante quarter =76; Allegro scherzando
quarter = 154
p. 20-21, #26 eighth =126

ALTO SAXOPHONE (Selected Studies for Saxophone. H.
Voxman, Ru bank, Inc.. 939-75)
p. 38, Scherzo dotted quarter =72
p. 41, Ferling eighth =88

TENOR & BARITONE SAXOPHONES (Selected Studies
for Saxophone. H. Voxman, Rubank Inc., 939· 75)
p. 8, Heinze eighth =96
p. 24, Luft quarter =120

TREB1£ CLEF BARITONE transpose the same etudes tc
treble clef. Sight reading will be in treble clef.
p. 8, #8 quarter =84
p. 25, eighth =112

TUBA (70 Studies for BBb Tuba Volume 1, Blazhevich
Robert King Music Co., Music For Brass No. 2002A)
p. 15, number 16 dotted quarter =72
p. 8, number 9 quarter = 63

SNARE DRUM (Adventures in Solo Drumming 20 SnarE
Drum Solos. W. Schinstine, Southern B-162)

p. 14, Slammin' Sam half =120
1st 14 rudiments from the Standard 26 American Drurr
Rudiments as Adopted by N.A. RD., Ludwig Drum Company
1728 Camen Ave., Chicago, IL

MALLETS (Modern School for Xylophone Marimba Vibra
phone, M. Goldenberg, Chappell & Co.)
p. 79, XXl quarter =80

TIMPANI (The Solo Timpanist 26 Etudes. Vic Firth. Car
Fischer N4181)
p. 39, XXII eighth =84-92
DEMONSTRATE AN ABILITY TO TUNE

ALL PERCUSSION WILL ALSO NEED: (Audition Etudes
Garwood Whaley, for snare drum, timpani, keyboard percus·
sion, and multiple percussion, Meredith Music Publications)
p. 30, #5 eighth =144

REQUIRED SCALES FOR WINO ANO PERCUSSION AUDITIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

1, Tho chroma1lc scate and all twelve maior scales are requir&d from
memory. S1udents shoul d be lamlllar wnh enharmonlC spolhngs. (for
e,ampl e: C# maJor • Ob maJor)
2. Scales will be asked by staning tone. No 1ranspos1tlon Is required.
3. S1art on the lowest tonlc possible.
4, The main judging criieria wi ll be lone. spoed. and acuracy.
5. The following range Indications aro minimum requirements:

TRUMPET and CORNET (Selected Studies for Cornet or
Trumpet, H. Voxman, Rubank, Inc., 948-75)
p. 18, eighth =60
p. 22, quarter =96
FRENCH HORN (355 Selected Melodious Progressive and
Technical Studies for French Horn, Max Pottag/Andraud,

Southern B-134)
p. 38. quarter =104 p. 41 (bottom 2/3rds of the page)
dotted quarter =56
TENOR TROMBONE (40 Progressive Studies for Trom·
bone (in the Boss Clef). H. W. Tyrell, Boosey & Hawkes H. & S.
6557)
p. 14, # 14 dotted quarter =60
p. 23, #23 quarter =80
BASS TROMBONE (40 Advanced Studies for Bb Boss.
H.W. Tyrell, Boosey & Hawkes, B. & H. 8991)
p. 20, #20 Andante moderato eighth = 144
p . 21, #21 Allegretto quarter =108

BARITONE and EUPHONIUM (40 Progressive Studies for
Trombone (in the Boss Clef), H.W . Tyrell, Boosey & Hawkes,
H. & S. 6557)
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Vayne Thelander

I hope all of you had an enjoyable and
roductive summer and are ready to start
1e year with all the enthusiasm our stu
ents deserve. As usual we are welcoming
ew orchestra teachers to our state and
1ying farewell to others. Let us try to help
ur new colleagues as much as we can and
,d adios to Marge Schmidt, Sharlyn
aylor, Lee Hallett, Anne Kole, and Donna
erron. We are going to miss you.
It may seem early to you but All-State
·eparations are moving right along. You
ill notice that the programs have been set
1d that there is a change in the conductor
,r the Symphony Orchestra. Lt Col.
1mes M Bankhead USAF, Washington
m be our guest this year. I had too many
ifficulties reaching and working with Joe
,uinta and felt for times sake that a change
as necessary. I know Mike Bankhead., he
an excellent conductor and he Is the man
ho took Col Gabriel's place in Washing
, n after his retirement I know all of the
udents and teachers will be impressed
Ith his abilities and enthusiasm. We are
, rtunate to have Lt. Col. Bankhead step In
, conductor. Perhaps we will be able to
ork things out another year to get J.
uinta. This year it did not work out Be
ire to encourage your students to audition
,r All-State. This year's programs and di·
: ctors are very exciting and challenging,
,ough maybe slightly capricious. The
1dition dates, etudes, and scales are listed
Jain for your information.
Congratulations to Tom Weber and the
:>s Alamos High School Orchestra on their
:lection as this year's Honor Orchestra.
Please take note of the All-State sched:e for changes and hopefully improve1ents. If your name appears in some ca
!City that you are unable to fulfill please
mtact me ASAP. If everybody helps a
tie, nobody goes back to work worn out
� Monday.

We will be fortunate to have Anne Witt as
a clinician for our In-Service sessions. She
is an orchestra director In Austin, Texas and
Is a Selmer Clinician. I am presently looking
for local financial assistance and I am con
fident we will work it out.
I have included a list of music performed
at our festivals for your Information and
use. I thought you might find It useful in
selecting music for your groups this year. If
you will excuse me for a moment, I am
going to step on a soap box on an Issue
important to all of us. This is an election
year. Orchestra programs are perceived as
a luxury by some legislators and politicians
who see themselves as"experts" on educa
tion. Please get involved In your own com·
munity with the elections for the State
Legislature. School funding is becoming
critical in our state and the entire Legisla
ture is up for election. It is not just that we
can make a difference but that we must
make a difference.
1988

All-State

Etudes and Scales

Orchestra

Audition

Violin • Fiorillo 36 Etudes or Caprices.
(International) #28 up to the repeat sign.
Quarter note equals 60. Three octave G
major and three octave E melodic minor.

Viola · Palaschko 12 Studies, Op. 55.

(International) #7, no repeats and up to bar
40. Quarternote equals 60. Three octave C
major and three octave A melodic minor.

Cello· Schroeder 170 Foundation Stud
ies Vol 2 (Carl Ascher) #83. Play first 2 2
measures then cut to the last 7 measures.
Quarter note equals 96. Three octave E flat
major scale and three octave F melodic
minor scale.

Bass· Slmandl 30 Etudes (International)
#20. Play the first two sections only. Dotted
quarter note equals 60. Two octave A flat
major and two octave A melodic minor.

ALL-STATE AUDITION
INFORMATION

String Audition Dates, Centers and
Chairpersons:
November 2 · Las Cruces • Kurt

Chrisman

November 3-4 · Albuquerque • Dale

Kempter

Registration Deadline Is October 7

A1TENTION!!
PARENT BOOSTER GROUPS

(Band, Orchestra, Choir)

What Meeting of the New Mexico
Parent Support Groups
When; 1989 All-State Conference
Friday, January6, 1988 l:30pm4:30 pm
Where: University of New Mexico,
Ane Arts Building (2nd floor) Room
2018
Purpose: Clinic· Ideas for Fund Rais
ing, Organization of a state group,
sharing concerns and ideas
Contact Danny and Denna Garcia,
Las Cruces, NM
(Directors · Please inform your parents
of this meeting)

All-State Orchestra Programs For 1988-1989
CONCERT ORCHESTRA • Steven Amundson, Conductor
Procession of the Nobles Rimsky-Korsakov/Isaac (Etling)
Chorale Prelude "Wachet Auf' J.S. Bach/Orrnandy (Boosey-Hawkes)
Wedding Day at Trollhaugen Greig/Roberts (C Ascher)
Caprlccio Italien Tschalkovsky/Isaac (Etling)
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA · Lt. Col. James M Bankhead, USAF, Conductor
Carnival Overture A Dvorak (Kalmus)
Capriccio Espagnol N. Rlmsky-Korsakov (Kalmus)
11

An Incomplete List of Music Performed at Contest by String Orchestras
Middle School/Junior High
Composer/Arranger · Title
Akers · Uttle Classic Suite
Bach/Applebaum · Gavotte
Bach/Isaac · Brandenburg Concerto #2
Bach/Isaac · Brandenburg Concerto #5
Bach/Isaac· Concerto In D
Bach/Riggio· Air on the G-String
Bach/Steiner · Chorale from Cantata # 147
Bach/Metcallf · Fugue in C
Beethoven/Giammario · Ode to Joy
Berger · Boulderrollicks
Brahms/Matesky · Two German Folk Songs
Brown · Russian Ballet
Bruch/Alshln · Scottish Fantasy
Caponegro · Tropical Serenade
Chase · Blue Grass Ball
Del Borgo · Petite Overture
Dvorak/Isaac · Three Slavonic Dances
•Farish · Concerto Grosso
Feese · Contrasts in e
Flocco/Rubenstein · Allegro
Foster· Love Theme from "St. Elmo's Fire"
• Frost · Accents
Frost · Backpackin' Strings
Frost · Caprice
Frost · Dance Conversations
•Frost · Dialogue
Frost · Emmigralion Trail
Frost · Hornpipe
Frost · Joy
Frost · Raindrops
Frost · Rocky Mountain Switchback
Frost · Strawberry Canyon
Gates · Rainbow Variations
Gluck · March from "Alceste"
Handel • Gavotte
Handel/Applebaum · Minuet
Handel/Errante · Gavotte and Minuet
Handel/Frost · Fugue In F
Handel/Isaac · The Harmonious Blacksmith
Suite
Handel/Stone · March and Minuet
Heisinger · Slavic Dances
Hobbs · Holiday in Holland
Isaac · Apollo Suite
Isaac · Fiddle Tunes #3
Isaac · Tango Trocadero
Isaac · Tarantella
Isreal • Dorian Variations
Leyden · Serenade for String Orchestra
Matesky · Soldiers March
Mazas/Smith · Concert March and Danse
Antique
Mexican Folk Song · Jesse Polka
Mozart/Henderson · Magic Flute
Mozart/Isaac · Symphony No. 12
Mozart/Malesky · Ave Verum Corpus
·Nehlybel · Danza
Nehlybel · Marcato
Pachelbel/Caponegro · Theme from Canon in
D

Pachelbel/Drew · Canon in D
Pachelbel/Wtlliams · Canon in D
•papini · Theme and Variations
Purcell/Isaac· Air. Minuet, and Rondo
Rameau/Gordon · Suite
Ravel/Isaac · Pavanne
Rhoads · Antique Dance Suite
Rosetti/Applebaum · Old English Dance
Rossini/McLeod · William Tell Overture
Senaille/Errante · Allegro from Sonata #4
Senaille/lsaac · Allegro Splritoso
Shapiro · Folk Songs of the British Isles
•Sheinberg · Festival March
Siennicki · Camels and Kings
Siennicki · Country Dance Gavotte
• Siennlcki · Suite for Strings
Slennlcki · Sunrise In G
Smetana/Frost· Themes from "The Moldau"
Smith · Prelude on an Early American Folk
Hymn
Sontag · Mock Morris Dance
Telemann/Brown· Telemann Sinfonia
Vivaldi/Alshin · Themes from the "Gloria"
Vivaldi/Leidig · Four Seasons
Wagner/Dackow · March or the Melstersingers
High School
Bach. CP.E. · Sinfonia No. 2
Bach/Fry· Arioso
Bach/Glass · Organ Concerto in a
Bach/Isaac· Brandenburg Concerto No. 3
Bartok · Sketches and Bagatelles
Berger · Dlvertlssement
Boyce · Sonata No 10
Cheatham · Three Binghams
Clebanoff · Two Folk Songs
Coakley · Directions North
Delio Joio · Choreography
Greig · Holberg Suite
Handel · Concerto Grosso Op 6 No. 1 & 6
Handel/Matesky · Sonata in g
·Holst · St Paul Suite
Jardanyi · Sinfonietta
Marais · Suite
Mazas · Allegro Moderato
Mendelssohn · Sinfonia No. 9

MENC Members
Receive 20% Discount!

America Takes
Note!
The Official MENG
Songbook
Celebrate the first 150 years of
music in our schools with this
blend of specially selected
music, interesting photographs,
and historical facts. The fifty
songs in this exciting compila
tion include patriotic songs,
children's songs, folk tunes,
inspirational songs, spirituals,
and holiday songs.
The book costs $15.00. MENC
members receive a 20% dis
coW1t! To order, comact MENC
Publication Sales, (Mil�[tl]© 3::
1902 Association ()
ffl
Z
Drive, Reston, VA Z
22091, or call
W
(')
(703)860-4000.
:E:>N:1W

(505) 662·5851

LOS ALAMOS M U S I C
"MUSIC EDUCATION IS OUR BUSINESS"
991 CENTRAL
LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO 87544

TEX & KAROLE FELTS
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Mozart· Divertimento K 138
Mozart/Rubenstein · Minuet and Trto
Mozart/Winter · II Re Pastore
Nehlybel · Danza
Richter · Adagio and Fugue in G
Schubert/Sheinberg · Theme and Variations
Smetana/Frost · Themes from "The Moldau"

I

:HORAL
inda McAlister Servold

'.

i

By the time you read this, another sum
er will have passed and a school year will
! started. I hope all of you are rested and
·epared for the coming year.
Congratulations to the Highland High
:hool Choir and Bob Brown for being
:lected as the 1989 Honor Choir. This is
e first Albuquerque choir to be repre·
:nted on this concert and we are so look9 forward to it.
All-State auditions are coming up soon.
le dates and sites as well as the registrd·
>n form will be elsewhere in this issue.
ease remember our discussion last Jan·
1ry. The recommendations for changes in
e by-laws have been instituted. Remem
ir that accompaniment means piano
lly, either accompaniment or score re1ction. Also remember that placement in
choir is determined by the adjudicator,
>t the audition piece. Please read your by·
<NS regarding all of our audition proce1re and please adhere to our policies. Also
regard to All-State auditions, remember
at it is necessary for you to be prompt with
•ur registration and yourfees. 1 personally
commend that your students not be al
wed to audition if your registration is late
·your fees are not paid ahead of time. It
,uld make things so much easier on site
tairmen who have to write the schedules
1d account for the money. Site chairmen,
•u need to send a copy of the schedule for
•ur particular site to Dr. Jeri Arlt at NMSU
soon as you have it written.
I have several items regarding the All
ate music itself. First, " Songs Mein Gross
ama Sang" just became avallable this
:mmer. Be sure you have it for the Girls
:toir.
Second, the division of the Riegger piece
r Girls Choir. After the All-State person
il list is published, number the girls in each

section of Girls Choir 1-35. Girls l•l 7 will
be Choir I and girls 18-35 will be Choir II.

Please adhere to this. Last years double
choir piece worked out pretty well, but it
took all of us cooperating for it to do so.
Third, I have some rehearsal notes from
Dr. Bailey for the mixed choir. I will send
copies to those of you who traditionally
have large numbers of students in All-State.
I will be happy to send copies to anyone else
who asks for them. Printed In this issue is Dr.
Bailey's preferred translation of the
Brahms. He wants his choir to be familiar
with this, even though the pieces are to be
learned in German.
Fourth, be sure you pay attention to the
language of the pieces. There is not as
much German or Latin as last year. We
must learn the pieces according to the di
rector's preferences. The music list with
language preference indicated is published
in this magazine.
Fifth, the baritone solos for the miXed
choir will be performed by Bradl ey Elling
boe of UNM I am pleased that he is doing
this for us.
Sixth, Diane Roberts Is trying to come up
with some rehearsal tapes of some kind.
Those of you who have made them know it
is a tedious and thankless task. Plano tapes

might be the best she can do. Get ln touch
with her at Las Cruces High School If you
want one.
I am very pleased with our clinicians.
Both have been very helpful and sound
excited about our All-State on the phone.
Of course, Dr. Bailey Is a personal friend to
many of us. rm glad to have him back (he
did the Glrls Choir a few years ago) and rm
looking forward to meeting Dr. Erickson.
1 think we have some good sessions
planned for you so your experience at All
State as a music educator will be worth
while. ru talk about those more in the next
issue, except for one. Dr. Bailey wants to do
a session for you entitled "Vocal Funda·
mentals in High School Choir." It will of
necessity be an evening session, which pre·
sents dinner hour complications for some
of you. However, do your best to attend this
session. Dr. Bailey is a fine musician and
teacher and rm sure he has some informa
tion that will help us all.
Please check the All-State program for
your duty assignments. Everything went
smoothly last year and that is your doing.
Thanks for you help. If there's anything I
can do for you, let me know. Have a good
school year.

Girls Choir Guest Conductor, Karle
Erickson
Gustavus Adolphus College
St Peter, Minn.
1. Lauda Jerusalem SSAA, piano
In Latin #0000 7725
Niccola Porpora (Hal Leonard)

2. Nlgra Sum SSA, piano
In Latin #120-8
Pablo Casals (A Broude)

•3. Past Three A Clock SSAA

In English # A-656
Willlametta Spencer (Associated)

4. Three Spanish Ballads SSA, piano
In English #R3477
Eugene Butler (Warner)

5. Evil Shall Not Prevail SSA-SSA Dbl
Choir
SA-SA Dbl Choir
In English
Wallingford Riegger (A Broude)

6. Songs Mein Grossmama Sang SSAA,

piano
In English #51020
Lloyd Pfautsch (G. Schirmer)

Mixed Choir

Guest Conductor, Dr. Donald Balley
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas

• 1 Hosanna In Excelsis S ATB
In Latin # BPl 22
Brent Pierce (Plymouth Music)

In Resurrectlone Tua. Christe SATB
SATB
In Latin #98-2258
Jakob Handt (Concordia)

2.

3. Dan-u-el SATB #507740
Kirke Mechem (G. Schirmer)

4. Three Gypsy Songs SATB
In German
Johannes Brahms (Carl Fischer) arr. Hirt

•5, The Drummer and the Cook TTBB
#51057
arr. Robert Shaw-Alice Parker (Lawson·
Gould)

� continued on page 14
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Choral continued

New Mexico All-State Mixed
Choir

6. This Is My Father's World AMSI

#411
arr. Paul Christiansen Minneapolis MN
7. The Passionate Shepherd to His Love

SATB #312-41330
P.D.Q. Bach/Schlckele (Theodore

Presser)

• Audition pieces

ALL-STATE AUDITION
INFORMATION

Please see that all students who actually
make the choir, receive the following trans
lations of the "Three Gypsy Songs." They
should know the meaning of the German
text and this is a better word for word
translation.
Dr. Bailey
KOMMT DIR MANCHMAL IN DEN
SINN
Do you sometimes recall, my dearest
love, what you once swore to me with a
sacred oath? Deceive me not, forsake me
not. You know how much I love you. Love
me as I love you, then will God's grace be
showered upon you.

Vocal Audition Dates, Centers and
Chairpersons:
October 31 · Las Cruces · Beth Borchert
November 1 · Roswell · Steve Thorp
November 2 · Portales · David Gerig
November 3-4 · Albuquerque · Dale

HORCH, DER WIND KLACT IN DEN
ZWEJGEN
Hark! the wind moans in the branches,
sorrowfully soft. Dear love we must part;
good night. Ah, how gladly would I repose
in your arms but the hour of parting is nigh.
May God protect you.
Dark is the night, no star shed any light.
Dear love, trust in God and do not weep. If
the dear Lord ever bring me back to you,
we'll remain united in the joy of love.

BRAUNER BURSCHE FUHRT ZUM
TANZE
A swarthy lad leads into the dance his
lovely blue-eyed girl, kicks his heels boldly
and the czardas tune begins. He kisses his
little dove, whirls her, leads her, shouts and
leaps! He throws three bright silver florins
on the cimbalom to make it ring.
(Translations by Hugo Conrat)

Kempter
Registration Deadline is October 7

BAND INSTRUMENTS

GYAMAHA6/

YAMAHA
LEBLANC
KING
ARMSTRONG

SELMER
LUDWIG
GEMEINHARDT

�
"'

PIANOS

ORGANS
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS
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INSTRUMENT
AMPLIFIERS
GUITARS
SOUND REINFORCEMENT

COMPLETE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
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Vice-President's Report
ELEMENTARY/JHS MUSIC
Eleanor J. McKinney

NOW is the time to make your plans for
All-State, January 5-6, 1989. The schedule
of workshops looks exciting. You won't
want to miss any of them. There will be
many opportunities for professional devel·
opmenl
Our headliner dinician Is Mary Goetze
from Indiana University. She will be em
phasizing the development of the young
chlld's voice. She is an expert in this area!
We feel this is such a basic area in our teach
ing that you must not miss this opportunity
to participate in these sessions. She will be
presenting three workshops, all different,
on Friday, January 6.
Three book companies will be at All
State: MacMillan, Holt and Silver Burdett.
Each will be doing a session concerning
their music book series. MacMillan will be
doing an additional session, which will be
non-textbook related, on general music ac·
tivities.
Of special interest will be a homemade
instrument session by Ingrid Burg of
Albuquerque. She loves helping children
make all kinds of musical instruments. Flute
making out of bamboo is her specialty. She
plans to display some of her instruments
and I believe you will be able to buy some, if
you wish. She sounds so interesting and
enthusiastic. You won't want to miss this!
In addition, our own Karen Stapleton
and Marge Agnew of Los Alamos will show
us some creative drama ideas with Lycra
Tubes! Doesn't that sound unique and in
teresting?
Now for the exciting NEW things at All
State for Elementary-Junior High music
directors. We will be having a "SHARING
16

IDEAS THAT WORK" session. The follow
Ing experts have already agreed to share
their expertise with us: Donna Moore, Judy
Mahoney, Dorothy Thompson, Linda
Honigstock, Connie Hill, Jim Elyce Wade,
Corby Trembley, Gayle Treakle, Priscilla
Zimmerman and Jackie Martin. This work
shop will be held Thursday, January 5 at
3:00. No other session for elementary·
junior high directors will be scheduled op
posite it because I believe it is essential
everyone attends! Who knows, you may be
asked to be part of this panel at the next All
State!
ANOTHER NEW EVENT will be not one,
but TWO luncheons and you must not miss
either one! The Thursday noon lunch will
be "Dutch Treat" and hopefully will be up
stairs of the Student Union. At this time we
will conduct our all-important business
meeting. Your ideas and in-put will eagerly
be accepted at this time. The information
gathered at these meetings are what keep
All-State rolling along! The second lun
cheon will also be "Dutch Treat" and will be
held Friday noon, hopefully in the same
place as the Thursday luncheon. This
luncheon will be with our guest clin1cian,
Mary Goetze. I feel this luncheon will be
essential because it will give you a chance to
ask our clinician questions Mary Goetze is
an outstanding educator and she is eager to
share her ideas with us.
Last but not least. I want to congratulate
Donna Moore of Albuquerque in being
elected the new Elementary-Junior High
Vice-President. She has been an enthusias
tic supporter of NMMEA I have known her
for several years and I know she will be a
most capable leader. See you at All-State.

Of Note . . .

The New Mexico Chapter of the American
Orff-Schulwerk Association welcomes the
readers of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN
to attend our 1988-1989 Saturday work
shops:

September 1 7 · Workshop with Barbara
Grenoble "Puppets and Orff: Teaching

Musical concepts through the Magic of
Puppetry" (Albuquerque)

February 4 · Workshop with Gwen
Mickle "Improvisation: Speech, rhythm,

melody, vocal and movement" (Santa
Fe)

April 1 · Workshop with Judith Cole
"Teaching Musical concepts through
Movement" (Santa Fe)

Who should attend these workshops? All
music teachers, classroom teachers and
administrators. Registration fees are:
Members: $25.00 for all three work
shops (Non-members · $48.00)
Members: $10.00 for individual work•
shops (Non-members · $20.00)
For registration and further information
including location of each workshop con
tact:
Priscilla B. Zimmermann, President
New Mexico-American Orff-Schulwerk
Association
378 Calle Loma Norte
Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 988-4151
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NORTHERN NEW MRXICO MUSIC CO.
825 CERRILLOS RD.
SANTA fE, N.M. 87501

Linda M . Dixon-Owner
Catherine Lamoreux-Manager
Phone 983-7931
Anita Sanchez-Clerk

Jice-President' s Report
JNIVERSITY/COLLEGE

:lien McCullough-Babson
Many ideas have been considered for a
College/University Section sponsored
clinic at the 1989 NMMEA All-State Con·
ference. A few of the suggestions include a
discussion of the state of the arts in New
Mexico as viewed by a selected state legls·
lator, an overview of music and copyright
laws presented by a patent/copyright law·
yer, a review of current music literature by a
prominent book store owner, and a round·
table discussion of New Mexico college and
university alumni and professors to plan the
ideal music education curriculum for the
year 2000. One of these topics will be ad·
dressed at the 1989 Conference. Please let

me know which one would be your prefer·
ence.
MENC has organized another specializ·
ed group, the Society for Teacher Educa·
tion. The purpose of the Society is to a.)
improve the quality of teaching and re
search in music teacher education; b . )
provide leadership I n the establishment of
standards for the certification of music
teachers; and c.) serve as an arm of MENC
in Influencing developments in music
teacher certification and education. It has
been recommended that the New Mexico
state representative to this Society be the
NMMEA College/University Vice-Presi
dent

District Presidents Reports

District 2 · Southeast

Beckie Mason

Welcome to another school year. I would
!Specially like to welcome all teachers that
ire new to our district. I hope you have a
·ewarding year.
On behalf of District 2, I would like to
hank Norvil Howell and Jackson Reynolds
or the many hours they have spent in work
ng on our festival manual revisions. The
evised manual is ready for printing and
:opies will be available at our fall meeting in
..ovington. Copies will also be sent to all
1dministrators in the district Thanks also to
ill members who attended the spring meet·
ng in Portales for your professionalism in
vorking to make the necessary revisions in
,ur manual.
Dates for our district's events are as
ollows:

Marching Band Festival · Artesia
October 22

All DistTict Band Auditions • Clovis •
November 12
All District Band Clinic · Artesia ·
December 9, 10

Instrumental Solo and Ensemble ·
ENMU · February 11

Vocal Solo and Ensemble· Goddard ·
February 18
Vocal Sub District · Hobbs ·
February 25

Instrumental Large Group · Clovis ·
April 14, 15

Vocal Large Group · Hobbs ·
April 21, 22

Please call on me if I can assist you in any
way. Best wishes for a successful yearl

SY1IPHOXIC
BAXD TECHXIQCE

At last, a COMPLETE warm-up and
technical study method tor the sym
phonic band by Tom C. Rhodes
and Donald B1erschenk Symphonic
Band Technique will assist in deve
loping all aspects of musicianship.
Each of the 167 exercises was writ
ten to achieve a specific musical
goal Exercises include warm-up
chords, chorales, ear-training. flexi
bility, slurring, major and minor
scales. scale studies. chromatic
scales. tonguing, rhythmic and
reading etudes, articulation. synco
pation, triplets, odd meters, dotted
note studies, and unique exercises
called "Balance Builders".
Parts: $4.50

Conductor: $14.95

Write today for a Free review copy.

8-'
SouTHERN Muste Co.
TELEPHONE - 512-226-8167
MUSIC ORDERS ONLY - 1·800-SMC-1100
(IN TEXAS - 1·800-292-5443)

P.O. BOX 329 • SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS 78292
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District 3 · Northwest
Kent Northup

MENC Members
Receive 20% Discount!

I would like to extend a warm welcome to
any new music teachers and to welcome my
friends back for another exciting year in the
music education business.
At the spring business meeting in New
comb, Danny Hansen was re-elected sec
retary-treasurer for another term by accla·
mation.
Some important dates to remember.

EVENT
Marching Band Festival
Honor Band
Solo-Ensemble Festival
North
South
Band Festival

Honor Choir
Solo- Ensemble
North
South
Choral Festival
Fall Meeting

DATE
Oct. 27
Jan. 28
Feb. 18

Feb. 1 1
Apr 21,22
Oct. 22
Feb. 1 1

Feb. 18
Apr 14,15

Sept 7

Best wishes for a great year. Let me know

Pronunciation
Guide:
Information at a
Glance!

SITE
Bloomfield
Aztec
Kirtland

Gallup
Red Rock ParkGallup
Aztec
Kirtland
Gallup
Red Rock
Park-Gallup
Newcomb

CHAIRMAN
Frank Anderson
Oscar Mooring
Janet Isham

Bob Murphey
Ken Holloway

Jeny Sanders
Shane Gallagher

Carl Kloosterman
Kent Northup
Kent Northup

The Pronunciation Guide for
Choral Literature helps choral
direcLOrs. singers. and voice
insLruct0rs improve pronunciation
and expressiveness when perfonn
ing music wiLh Lcxts in French,
Gem,an, Hebrew, [Lalian, Lalin. or
Spanish. This guide, by Will iam V.
May and Craig Tolin of Norlh
Texas Slate Univcn,iLy, Denton.
costs S l 2.50. MENC members
receive a 20% discount! To order.
write MENC
Publication Sales.
I902 Association
Drive, Reston, VA
UI
C,
22091 , or call
(703 )860-4000.
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if I can be of help in any way.

District 4 - North Central
Eddie Rimbert

District 6 · Central

Raton · All-District Honor Band, Nov.
18, 19th.

Los Alamos · Solo and Ensemble,
March 1 1 , 1989.

Las Vegas · Large Group Choral
Festival, Apr. 8.
Questa · Large Group Band Festival,
Apr. 15.

I would like to thank all of last years fes
tival chairpersons for their successful well
run events.
l would like to welcome all District 4
Music Educators back for the 1988-89
school year. I hope each of you had a very
enjoyable vacation.
Sites and dates for our district festivals
were set at our spring meeting held in Taos
on Sunday, May 8th. They are:
18

Our advertisers finance a big
portion of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN. Be sure to thank
them when you see them!

Henry Estrada

It's time to get back with our students for
another year of learning. I hope your sum
mer was relaxing and refreshing. It's im
portant that we enter this new school year
with enthusiasm and a renewed interest In
giving every one of our students the best
music education possible.
The spring meeting was held on May 21,
1988 in Los Lunas. Dates and sites for our
district events were selected and are print
ed below. Clinicians and judges have been
contacted or are in the process of being
contacted at this time. There was much
concern expressed over the state of music
education in our schools. We will be getting
organized to look into ways to maintain and
improve our profession.
Officers for this year remain the same:
Henry Estrada, President - Los Lunas H.S.�
Mike Foster, Band Vice-President - Grants
H.S.; Denise Baccadutre, Choral Vice
President · Moriarty; Louise Springer, Sec
retary · Socorro; and Rheda Smallridge.

� continued on page 19

District 6 continued

District 7 • Albuquerque
John C. Sanks

Welcome to a new and exciting year.
District 7 has a new group of officers. They
are:
President · John Sanks
Band: High School Vice-President ·
Aaron Fleming
Mid-School Vice-President • Joy
Bohning
Choir: High School Vice-President · Bob
Brown
Mid-School Vice-President · Bob
Velasquez
Orchestra: High School Vice-President ·
Ruth Shaw
Mid-School Vice-President ·
Kathy Dollahon

�reasurer · Socorro. Please feel free to
ontact the officers if you have any un1 nswered questions.
The following festival dates and sites
,ere set at our spring meeting:
Honors Festival · Dec. 2 & 3 • Los
Lunas

Solo & Ensemble · March 11 · Site to
be determined
Large Group · Apr. 2 1 & 22 · Belen

We are combining Chorus and Band
olo & Ensemble Festival as well as the
arge Group Festival this year in order to
1ke advantage of options discussed at the
:>ring meeting.
I hope that every one of you has a sue·
assful and prosperous year. If I can be of
ny assistance, please do not hesitate to call
l 865-5751 (home} or 865-4646
chool).

Festival
Mar. 18 · HS Choral Ensemble
Festival
Mar. 18 · MS Choral Solo & Ensemble
Festival
Apr. 1 0 • Thru 4-15, MS & HS Large
Group Band, Orchestra, & Cholr Festival

I hope we all have ourgreatest year ever. I
hope to see many of you throughout the
year at various events.

Some of our major events are:
Oct. 29 - Zia Marching Competition
Oct. 29 • HS Choral Solo Festival
Oct. 29 · HS Orchestra Solo Festival
Nov. 1 2 · Mid-School Solo & Ensemble Festival (Band)
Feb. 4 - HS Orchestra Ensemble
Festival
Mar. 4 • Mid-School Orchestra Solo &
Ensemble Festival
Mar. 4 · Elementary Band Festival
Mar. 1 1 - Elementary String Festival
Mar. 18 · HS Solo & Ensemble

MUSIC IN OUR SCHOOLS

The First 150 Years

NOW I N TWO LOCATIONS
261 7 Rhode Island, NE
Albuquerque, NM 871 1 O
(505) 298·551 9

1 1 200 Menaul, N E
Albuquerque, N M 871 1 2
(505) 275•1 350
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Music In Our Schools Month

Eleanor McKinney, State Chairperson
Music is for sharing and many of you took
advantage of just such an opportunity
through some Interesting and uplifting
musical experiences for your students and
community.
Laurie Norman from Silver City made a
construction paper guitar favor for her
faculty and administration for "Teacher
Appreciation Day." This favor was com·
plete with a candy kiss and the following
poem written by one of her students:
Even when the sun doesn't shine,
When the rain falls,
All I have to do Is remember you,
And all the Music In the world (Christie
Sexton)
Laurie's school also had a week of activi
ties which included "50's Day" (50's music
In music classes); Western Day (cowboy
songs); "Inside-Out Day;" Stout (school
name) Pride Day (wear school T-shirts) and
"Hats & Shades Day" to show "Music's
Cool In Our School." A contest was held for
the "coolest." "prettiest," "ugliest" hats!
Last. but not least, Laurie and 75 stu
dents shared the musical 'The Run Away
Snowman" with their own school and then
took it on tour to share with other local
elementary schools! OUTSTANDING,
LAURIE!

Todd Emmons from Cloudcroft reports
that their MIOSM activities included a
secondary level honor band at Capitan
sponsored by the Sierra Blanca Music Edu·
cators Association. Also, the NMSU Sym
phonic Winds Ensemble visited Cloudcroft
and gave a program for the students and
community. TERRIFIC, TODD!

In Albuquerque, Diane Bonnell says
that over 2300 students in Albuquerque
participated in The World's Largest Con
cert! Other activities by individual schools
included:
Assemblies/concerts/PTO programs
Posters made by middle school students
commemorating the first 150 years of
music in our schools.
Parent visitations to music classes
Administrators invited to sing and direct
music classes!
Special guest speakers from arts area
Visiting classes to share events and
songs
Luncheon concerts by recorder groups
and choruses.
FANTASTIC, DIANE!
At Carroll Elementary School in Bern
alillo, Charlotte Perry reports that nearly
the entire school or 780 students partici·

pated in the World's Largest Concert. She
says the students really loved the concert
and "we learned a lot about American his
tory as we were learning the songs for the
concert!"
Charlotte also created a large display at her
school with a time line of the history of
music education and pictures and short
biographies of Lowell Mason and Carl Orff.
GREAT WORK, CHARLOTTE!
Corby Trembly of Belen got the local
newspaper to publish a very nice article
about the school music program and high·
lighted the article with information on each
individual music· educator in the district!
TREMENDOUS, CORBY!

The Hobbs schools, as reported by Mary
Joplin. had two concerts (one choral and
one band concert) in which nearly 1,000
students participated In addition a total of
8 pictures were in the local newspapers!
"We feel very successful" replies Mary!
THAT'S GREAP.
So you see, participation In any MIOSM
activity is rewarding to you, your students
and the community. KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK!

0 .. .

\
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Stout Intermediate School "Music's Cool In OurSchool"· hats andshades day during Music
In our Schools Month.

University of New Mexico,
Department of Music

The University of New Mexico will begin
�elebration of its 100th birthday with a
Centennial Opening Convocation on
Thursday, October 20. The Department of
Music will be heavily Involved in this cere·
:nonlous occasion and with many other
ictlvltles planned throughout 1989.
The City of Albuquerque, Cultural Af.
'airs Division and the UNM Department of
Music have joined in commissioning a
:omposition with which to celebrate the
:entennial. Michael Mauldin, Albuquerque
:omposer and UNM alum, has composed
'Prayer of Mesas" for large orchestra and
:horus. Plans include performances at the
:onvocatlon, a public concert In Popejoy
-iall on November 30, 1988 and for the
"IMMEA All-State Music Conference, Jan
iary 6, 1989
As part of the opening ceremonies, Greg
:lemons and the Spirit of Loboland will
>resent a special centennial half-time show
vith the Chaparrals and approximately
100 UNM student volunteers during the
JNM-UTEP football game on October 22.
The 1989 UNM Composer's Sympos
llm, "A Retrospective," as organl2ed by Dr.
Carl Hlnterblchler and Professor Scott
Vilkinson will feature music compositions
if UNM Alumni, Professor Emeritus, and
acuity; many new works will be premiered
luring the symposium. The response has
1een overwhelming and plans are to ex
end the symposium to four days, March
!7-30.
Featured composer for the 1989 Com
ioser's Symposium will be Michael Col
irass. Mr. Colgrass has accepted the PNM
(ndowed Chair, UNM Department of
.fuslc, for the 1988-89 academic year. As a
>ercussion performer Colgrass has per·
,rmed with the New York Philharmonic,
lroadway's West Side Story, Stravinsky's
:Olumbia Recording Orchestra, Dizzy
,lllesple and the Modern Jazz Quartet,
nd many other professional music
roups.
In 1967, Col grass stopped playing to de·
ote full time to composing. In 1978, he
,on the Pulitzer Prize for Music with Deja
'u, an Emmy Award for "soundings" in
982 (a documentary film), and the Sudler
1temationa� the Barlow International and
1e National Band Association, first prizes
>r Winds of Nagual in 1985.

University News
His music activities Include workshops In
the psychology and technique of perfor·
mance where he teaches his own unique
blend of Grotowski physical training,
Neuro-Lingulstlc Programming and Self.
Hypnosis. While at UNM, Colgrass will pre·
sent four workshops Involving Excellence
In Performance, Neuro-Llnguistic Pro
gramming, and The Creative Process,
each semester, and serve as featured guest
composer for the symposium. The work·
shops are scheduled late afternoons (5: 15 ·
8: 15) and on the weekends and are open to
the public. Please contact the Music Office
for lnfonnation and a detailed schedule.
Other centennial events include: (Contact
Harold Van Winkle for Information.)
Keller Hall Concert Series: Featuring
various Department of Music Faculty
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra Cele·
brates UNM, 1989 Season
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra of Lon·
don, Feb. 11-12, Popejoy Hall
UNM Opera Studio, "Carmen," March35, Popejoy Hall
Symphonic Wind Ensemble. April 30,
Popejoy Hall
Music of/by faculty, Emeritus Professors,
and Alumni
June Music Festival: Features the
Guarneri String Quartet and guest artists,
June 5-11

Chris Shultis, Professor of Percussion
Studies, has been awarded tenure and
promotion to Associate Professor. Chris
has also been selected to receive the Presi·
dentlal Lecturer in Music Award for two
years beginning in academic year 198889.
The Spirit of Loboland (Marching Band)
will travel to Hawaii for the conference
football game between UNM & the Univer·
sity of Hawaii. This is always a great experi·
ence for our students and requires a tre·
mendous amount of extra work and prep
aration by the staff. What a great opportun
ity to regain that fading tan.
The Department of Music is pleased to
announce the appointment of Stewart
Robertson as UNM Director of Orchestra.
Mr. Robertson, a Scottish born conductor,
has been described by European Maestro
Ferdinand Leitner as an "extraordinary
gifted conductor." He fulfilled his early

promise when he was awarded second
place in the 1977 Austrian Radio Interna
tional Conductor's Competition at the
Salzburg Music Festival
He has appeared regularly at the opera
houses of Cologne and Zurich and with
major European orchestras including the
Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Phiharmonia
Vienna
Hungarlca,
Tonkunstler Orchestra, Swiss-Italian Radio
Symphony Orchestra and the Scottish
National and B. B. C Scottish Symphony
Orchestras.
Stewart Robertson made his American
conducting debut in 1979 leading a nation·
wide tour with the Youth Symphony of the
U.S.A immediately following which he was
appointed Music Director of the Hidden
Valley Chamber Orchestras, an orchestra
which he led in some seventy concerts per
season throughout the West Coast He has
been Assistant Conductor of the Oakland
Symphony, Music Director of the Mid·
Columbia Symphony and currently is the
Music Director· Principal Conductor of the
Santa Fe Symphony Orchestra, and Music
Director of the Long Beach Ballel In addi·
t!on, he Is Associate Conductor of the Des
Moines Metro Opera Festival where he also
acts as Artistic Director for the Apprentice
Artists Progiram
Active also as a pianist, particularly in the
field of contemporary music, Mr. Robertson
has been the recipient of many awards and
distinctions, and has served as a regional
adjudicator for the Metropolitan Opera
Auditions.His assignment at the University
of New Mexico will Include classes In Con
ducting and Form and Analysis. The De
partment of Music is excited about the con·
ducting expertise, music knowledge and
experience which Stewart Robertson
brings to our students and faculty.

Eastern New Mexico
University

Sixty-five band alumni returned to cam·
pus to honor Floren Thompson, professor
emeritus, during the Band Alumni Week·
end, April 23 and 24. Traveling from as far
away as California and New York, the par·
tlcipants spent Saturday afternoon in re·
hearsal, toasted and roasted "Mr.
during

r•

� continued on page 22
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ENMU, continued

the Saturday night banquet, and perform·
ed a Sunday afternoon concert. Tentative
plans were announced for a second
reunion to be held in June 1990. A high
light of the weekend was the launching of
the Floren Thompson Instrumental Music
Scholarship drive. Those alumni present
pledged approximately $1500 to be placed
in an endowment which will eventually pro
duce income to support a scholarship for a
student majoring in instrumental music
education.
Renovation of Buchanan Hall (the recital
hall. also known as 1 1 1) began in June and
is scheduled for completion by late fall.
Changes will include a new stage and light
ing, improved climate control, new carpet·
ing, sloped ceiling, removal of the center
aisle and a new seating configuration, a
small rear balcony with access from the
second floor hallway, an Improved green
room, and renovation of the College of Fine
Arts Promotions Office. In addition, the
console of the Lewis and Hitchcock pipe
organ has been mounted on a movable
platform.
The ENMU Choral Department hosted
the fourth annual ACDA Choir Camp July
20-23 under the direction of Dr. David
Gerig, director of choral activities. Forty·
seven singers from New Mexico high
schools rehearsed the November All-State
audition piece and prepared for the con·
eluding Saturday public concert. The camp
schedule included sight-singing classes,
private voice lessons. and master classes.
Evening activities were swimming, volley
ball, performing in a variety show, and
attending a play. Assisting with the camp
were graduate students Krista Anderson
(Iowa), Alan Dropps (Clovis), Dennis
McFarling (Portales), and Steve Thorp
(Roswell). Additional staff members were
Wayne Anderson and Chuck Tipton
(Clovis), Ben Canfield (Hobbs), Joan
Kuemmerle (Hagerman), Bryon Hutchin·
son (ENMU student and accompanist), and
faculty members Dr. Donald Paschke and
Dr. Jean Wozencralt
Mark Hornbacher, a new instructor of
high brass comes to the School of Music
from doctoral studies at Arizona State Uni·
versity. He holds trumpet performance
degrees from Wichita State University and
the University of Wisconsin. Mark replaces
Dr. John Shipp who has taken a position at
the University of the Ozarks in Clarksville,
Arkansas. Robert James, percussion, jazz,
and marching band instructor, resigned in
July to accept a percussion position at
Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond
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At the time of this writing a search com·
mittee was in the process of selecting his
replacement whom we hope to introduce in
the Winter issue of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN.
Dr. William Wood, Directorofthe School
of Music, has been elected to a two-year
term as Secretary·Treasurer for Area XI
(Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah,
and Wyoming) of the American Guild of
English Handbell Ringers. Announcement
of his election came during the Area XI
Festival held June 22-24 in Mesa, Arizona
where he served as a clinician and his ar
rangement of "The All-American Home·
town Band" was played during the final
concert.
Jane Loschen, flute instructor, partici·
pated in the Geoffrey Gilbert Flute Master
Class at the University of Tampa, June 1 1 17 and attended the National Flute Asso
ciation convention in San Diego, August
1 8-21.
Dr. David Willoughby, professor of
music, represented the College Music
Society at the Music Educators National
Conference in Indianapolis, April 20-24.
As president of CMS he has attended meet
ings in Chicago. Santa Fe, New Orleans,
Portland, lnterlochen, and Los Angeles
during recent months.
Dr. Lynn Ledbetter, assistant professor of
violin, and Robert Radmer, conductor of
the University Symphony orchestra, judg·
ed at the Pastoral Music Festival in Lubbock
during March. In June. as the Paganini Duo,
they served as coaches at the Onaway ls
land String Camp at Waupaca, Wisconsin
and performed in the Meridian, Mississippi
Chamber Music Series.
Robert Lindahl, Instructor of low brass
and conductor of the Symphonic Band,
participated in the Keystone Brass Institute,
Summit County, Colorado during June.
During July he taught at the Summer Band
Oinic
at
Clarion
University
of
Pennsylvania.

Let our advertisers know how
much you appreciate their
support of music education in
New Mexico.

New Mexico Highland
University Announces A
New Major in Fine Arts
The Fine Arts major at New Mexico
Highlands University is an innovative,
interdisciplinary program that combines
course work in music, theater and art. The
bachelor's degree program is the perfect
answer for the student who has talent and
expertise in more than one of these areas.

Career Opportunities

The Fine Arts major is both unique and
versatile. It can serve as a pre-professional
degree, leading to admission to graduate
school or professional programs like law
school. It makes an excellent companion
major with liberal arts areas like English or
history. It can also be linked with career
oriented programs like mass communica·
tion or graphic design. When combined
with teacher training, the Fine Arts major
opens new possibilities in teaching. Small
rural schools, In particular, are eager to hire
teachers who can work in more than one
area of the fine arts.

Faculty Resources and Equipment

The Fine Arts major utilizes the faculty
and resources of long-established pro·
grams in music, theater and art. The music
program has well-equipped studios for
group or individual rehearsal and a variety
of activities such as marching band, chorus
and instrumental groups that include jazz
and percussion ensembles. The theater
program, which Is headquartered In historic
llfeld Auditorium, offers experience in act·
Ing, directing and production skills like
costuming, lighting, set design/construc
tion and makeup. Art has facilities for paint
ing, sculpture, printmaking, pottery,
weaving and jewelry/metalsmithing.
For further information about the new
Fine Arts Major at New Mexico Highlands
University, please write or phone:
Dr. William L Waggoner
School of Liberal and Fine Arts
New Mexico Highlands University
Las Vegas, NM 87701
(505) 425-7511, ext. 569

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ALL-STATE CHORAL & INSTRUMENTAL AUDITION REGISTRATION FORM
Please duplicate this page and send names and fees to the Audition Center Chairperson nearest your school Type or print duplicate copies of the names of all
students who plan to audition. Please use separate forms for band, chorus, and/or orchestra Send original copy to the Audition Center by the date listed
below. Be sure the registration Is signed by the principal Retain a second copy for your records. An audition fee of $4.00 per audition shall be remitted with
each registration. Students auditioning on two instruments will pay for each au dition scheduled. Students shall not be scheduled to audition unless registered
with fees paid or school purchase order attached. If the school ls more than 150 miles, one way from the nearest Audition Center, the school may choose to
send a taped audition. Follow tape audition procedures found in the official Handbook. Tapes should be sent to Ken Van Winkle or Dr. Jerry Alt. NM State
University, Las Cruces, NM 88003, one week prior to auditions.

ADDRESS:

SCHOOL:
DIRECTOR'S NAME:

------------ PHONE: ______
----------- CITY:
ZIP: _____
AUDITION CENTER: -----------------------------
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS AUDITIONING:
FEES REMITTED: ----

If a student's name is submitted, a registration fee must be paid.
Please list all vocal students by voice: 1st / 2nd Soprano
1st / 2nd Alto
1st / 2nd Tenor
List accompanist for each:
1st / 2nd Bass

PLEASE PREPARE SEPARATE REGISTRATION SHEETS FOR BAND, CHORUS & ORCHESTRA.
List Instrumental students in score order.

STUDENT'S NAME

Voice or Instrument

STUDENT'S NAME/
CHORUS ACCOMPANIST

Instrument

I hereby certify the above students to be eligible to participate In the New Mexico Music Educators All-State Festival In accordance
with the New Mexico Activities Association.

SIGNED:

PRINCIPAL

HIGH SCHOOL

DATE

nus REGISTRATION MUST BE IN THE HANDS OF THE AUDITION CENTER CHAIRPERSON NO lATER THAN OCTOBER 7, 1988 FOR
STRINGS OR VOCAL; NO lATERTHAN NOVEMBER 1, 1988 FOR WIND & PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS.
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From The State Department Of Education
Sally Rynott, Music Education Consultant

During the April State Board of Educa·
tion meeting, the board adopted entry-level
educator preparation and licensure com
petencies for fine arts teachers. According
to Dr. Jeanne Knight, Associate Super·
intendent for Instruction, universities will
be responsible for assuring that these com·
petencies are included In their instructional
program by July 1, 1989. If you are inter·
ested in receiving a copy of those compe·
tencies, please contact my office.
The Senate Joint Memorial #4 Ane Arts
Survey and Needs Assessment sent to all
New Mexico Public School Districts is being
compiled, and a report as mandated, in·
eluding New Mexico arts organizations' in·
put and national surveys, will be submitted
to the Legislative Study Committee for re
view by November 1, 1988.
New music educators and/or music edu
cators new to New Mexico, please be in-

formed that you may request A MANUAL
FOR NEW MUSIC TEACHERS IN NEW
MEXICO SCHOOLS. It was published in
1985 by the State Board of Education to
assist new music educators and includes

information on curriculum, the state ttext
book list, New Mexico Music Educ�tors
Association, available performance opJpor·
tunitles, and teacher evaluation.
Let me take this opportunity to tlnank
those of you who returned the music q1ues·
tionnaire mailed to one music directcor in
each public school district from our offi,ce in
mid-AprlL 1988. Some of you had to si:oend
a great deal of time compiling detaile?d in·
formation, and I am grateful for your cdedi·
cation. Of the eighty·eight mailed ques.tion·
naires, thirty-seven districts respondecU with
data.
If you would like to receive a mamual, a
compilation of the music questionnailre, or
if you have anyquestions, please feel frree to
call me at 827-6566 or write:
Sally Rynott,
Music Education Consultant
State Department of Education
Santa Fe, NM 87501

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
Affiliated with Musicfest U.S.A

Friday, April 21 - Mid High, Junior High
Saturday, April 22 · High School

"THE AIRMEN OF NOTE" guest artists & clinicians
Judges: Pancho Romero · Augelhorn
John Sanks · Trombone
Larry Ford - Trumpet

Call: Danny Garcia (646-2601 or 646-2304)
Department of Music
Box 30001
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

performance time by postmark on application
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American Orff-Schulwerk Association
Watercolors: An International Palette

73 stories high, overlooking the Detroit
River and the Canadian skyline, the world
class Westin Hotel·Renaissance Center will
be the setting for this year's National orff.
Schulwerk Association Conference. Host·
ed by the Greater Detroit Chapter, this
major event will take place November 9-13,
1988.
The theme, Watercolors: An Interna
tional Palette, will stress the blending of
the arts with a multi-cultural emphasis of
those who live in North America The color
ful array of over 100 Orff-Schulwerk pre·
sentations will also include children's litera·
ture and folktales. With Detroit's proximity
to Canada, the conference will introduce
many fine Canadian presenters.
Special guest presenters include David
Booth, Toronto, who will present sessions
on the use of stories in creative dramatic
settings. Duo Mediterraneo, Greece and
Egypt, will explore the music of Greece and
Arab countries as it relates to the roots of
the Schulwerk. Combining their abilities in
a session entitled: Chorals, Collections and
Music Plays, will be Jill and Michael Gallina,
New Jersey. 20th Century music will the
subject of a session by Richard Gill,
Australia. Coming from North Carolina
Appalachian music specialist David Holt
will present a session showing story telling,
clogging, rhythms, singing and instruments.
Gerald McDermott, Connecticut, will base
his session on his new book Musicians of
the Sun. Minna Ronnefeld, Denmark, will
present a session entitled: Impression and
Expression · a Vital Interplay in Children's
Aesthetic Education. Murray Schafer, Can
ada, will illustrate his experimental and en
vironmentally-based approach to creating
music.
From the state of New Mexico, Louis
Ballard, the nation's leading authority on
native American music, will present a ses
sion focusing on Indian songs and dances
for elementary school children. Mr. Ballard
is a descendant of Cherokee chiefs on both
sides of his family, a composer, and an
author of many publications and educa·
tional materials. He is currently Music
Education Specialist under the Central of
fice of Education of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.
Gin Ebinger, Los Alamos, is the immedi
ate past president of AOSA and is currently
chairperson of the New Mexico Alliance for
Arts Education. Gin is a contributor to the
American Edition of Orff. Schulwerk works,
ReEchoes, and author 0f "Make a Joyful
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Noise." Her conference session will focus
on games, songs, stories and traditions of
Hispanic children.
Throughout the conference, additional
workshops will cover various topics of in
terest to educators, from early childhood
education to teacher preparation for teach
ing Orff-Schulwerk.
Plan to attend what promises to be a most
exciting event! For more information and
registration materials, contact Cindi wobig,
Executive Secretary, AOSA, PO Box
391089, Cleveland, OH 44139-1089.

New Mexico
Association

Activities

Dan Salzwedel

The New Mexico Activities Association is
a non-profit organization which regulates,
directs, and supervises all interscholastic
activities in the state of New Mexico. The
primary objective of the NMAA is to teach
morals, character, and the American sys
tem of achievement through participation
in competitive interscholastic activities. The
NMAA is self-sustaining in that it does not
take a state appropriation, but Is maintain
ed by the schools through a dues process,
tournament gate receipts, and corporate
assistance.
All NMAA regulations and rules are
made by a referenda process to the schools.
making the NMAA a unique state agency
that is directly accountable to its consti
tuency. Each school has a vote in every
matter pertinent to the handbook and its
by-laws. These rules and regulations then
become, in effect, state law when approved
by the State Board of Education. You, as
music educators, have direct input into this
process through the Activities Committee.
The Activities Committee provides input to
the Executive Committee concerning the
total activities program and recommends
referenda to be acted upon by the schools.
This committee is composed of one repre
sentative from each of the member activity
organizations. Your representative is
NMMEA Executive SecretaJY Rollie
Heitman.
The NMAA strongly believes in the im
portance of interscholastic activities as a
vital part of the educational process. Recent
research confirms this belief. A statewide
survey by the NMAA found that activities
participants had a 2.94 average GPA while
non-participants averaged 1.89. Further,
the American College Testing service

MENC Announces a
National Marching Bamd
Program

(Reston, VA - July 14, 1 988)
The Music Educators National Comfer·
ence (MENO is organizing an MIENC
National High School Marching Band pro
gram.• Nominations are now being acc:ept·
ed for bands that will participate in1 the
following 1988-89 events:
Florida Citrus Bowl Parade, Orlamdo,
Florida, December 16-January 1, 19839
Sunkist Fiesta Bowl Parade, Photenix,
Arizona, December 26-January 1, 19189
NFL Pro-Bowl Game, Honolulu, Ha\waii,
January 29, 1989
St Patrick's Day in Ireland, Dulblin/
Llmerick/Galway, March 12-20, 198�
Orange Blossom Festival, Kissim1mee,
Florida, April 24-30, 1989
New York/Royal Tournament, New
York/London, England, July, 7-15, 1 989
School band directors are asked to mom
inate one or more students for any 0>f the
bands that will be organized for each
event.
The MENC national high school m1arch
ing band program is being coordinatci!d by
super Holiday Tours and Travel. For more
information and nomination forms, c:all 1800-327-2116 (In Florida, call 407--3514451 collect)
·The MENC National High School Mtarch
ing Band will be cosponsored by Pearl
International.
Growth in Membership

We are pleased to announce that 5-:7,000
is the official total of MENC memberslnip for
1988-89. This is an increase of :.2,000
members. Our music educator me1mber·
ship is at an all-time high of 46,60£0 and
collegiate membership increased tco ap
proximately 10,500.
In addition, MENC Tri·M Honor S,ociety
has an estimated 10,000 members im 450
chapters worldwide.

found that of four factors (high gra,des in
high school high college grades, higlh ACT
scores, and participation in intersch,olastic
activities) only participation in interscholas
tic activities was a valid predictor of s1uccess
in later life. As music educators, you ,can be
proud of your involvement in this imJJ)ortant
process and the positive impact y0>u and
your activities are having on many stwdents.
If the NMAA can ever assist you in amy way,
please do not hesitate to contact a m,ember
of our NMAA staff. Best wishes for a suc
cessful school year.

I

New Mexico Music Educators Association
Music Educator of the Year

Dale Kempter

Dale Eugene Kempter has been selected
as the NMMEA 1988-89 Music Educatorof
the Year.
Dale was a member of the 8th Army
Band in Seoul, Korea in the early 50' s. After
receiving his Bachelor of Music and
Bachelor of Music Education degrees from
the University of Kansas in 1956, Dale
came to New Mexico and began his teach·
Ing career as a band and orchestra teacher
in the Albuquerque Public Schools. Since
that time he has taught at Eastern New
Mexico University (1961-64) and then
music education at the University of New
Mexico (1964-67). In 1967. Dale became
the head or the Albuquerque Public
Schools Music Department and currently
holds the position of Director or Fine
Arts.
In addition to his regular duties Mr.
Kempter has been a studio cello, string bass
:md percussion teacher, a visiting professor
1t the University of Akron (1980-81), and
::m the summer music camp faculties at
fexas Tech, Eastern New Mexico Univer·
;ity, the University of New Mexico, the
University of Kansas, and the University of
INisconsin. In 1964 Dale became the direc
: or of the Albuquerque Youth Symphony
md he has had the honor of directing them
ii five divisional or national MENC con1entions.
Kempter has been a guest conductor at
/\JI-States in Wyoming, Kansas, Ohio, and
'.:alifomia.
Dale has been active in state organiza
ions throughout the years as Past Vice·
:>resident and Past President of the
�MMEA and as State President of the
l\merican String Teachers Association.
Always interested in young people and
nusic, Dale was a founding member of the
r'outh Orchestra and a member of the

Division Board of the American Symphony
Orchestra League.
Professionally active, Dale has been a
professional cellist with the Roswell Sym
phony, the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra, and the Albuquerque Chamber
Music Ensemble. He has been a presenter
at national MENC sessions and in 1985 at
the loyala University Symposium on Or
chestra Teaching. Dale has served as guest
conductor of the UNM Orchestra during

0

the 1987 -88 school year. Dale is president
of the June Music Festival, a board member
of the Albuquerque Arts Alliance and the
Friends of Music. and served on the board
of the Albuquerque Symphony.
The New Mexico Music Educators Asso
ciation is proud to recognize Dale Kempter
as "Music Educator of the Year" for his
dedication and contributions to students
through music education and to the
NMMEA
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The Biggest Piano
Event in the World
All Spring - Enroll Early

Guild Auditions provide
milestones from year to year
as measurements of progress
Sponsored by
the Largest
Organization of
Piano Teachers
in the World

Audition participation
and absence from school
APPROVED BY
TEXAS EDUCATION
AGENCY

ID.earq.ers
Natinnal �uilh nf Jiaun ---·--------------·-.
Teachers Division of
.
American College of Musicians
.
Founded In 1929 by lrl Allison
lntemetlonal Headquarters
P.O. Box 1807
Austin, Texas 78767 U.S.A.

• I a m Interested i n joining the Piano Guild. Please send
me more Information about membership and
Guild Goals.
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John Batcheller Award for Excellence 1n
Teaching Elementary School Music
Jim Elyce Wade

Jim Elyce Wade has been selected to be
the 1988-1989 recipient of the Dr. John
Batcheller award for excellence In teaching
elementary school music. The endowment
is through the University of New Mexico
Music Department and administered by the
New Mexico Music Educators Association.
Majoring In elementary music education,
Jim Elyce received her Bachelor of arts
from Eastern New Mexico University. She
also has many hours of graduate work to
her credit
Jim Elyce taught fourth grade in Dora,
NM from 1956-57. During the 1958 school
year she taught elementary music at
Lindsey Elementary School In Portales.
Since 1968 she has been teaching elemen
tary music in Clovis at Zia Elementary. Jim
Elyce is a member of the Clovis Education
Association, the National Education Asso
ciation of New Mexico, the New Mexico

Music Educators Association and the Music
Educators National Conference, and a life
time member of the National Education
Association.
Wade has been active in church work and
is a thirty-year member of the Beta Sigma
Phi sorority.
In her tenure at Zia Elementary, Jim
Elyce has written and directed school
operettas, directed school talent shows,
planned two music curricula and directed
several choirs and bell choirs in Clovis. She
has participated in Music In Our Schools
concerts and planned and directed a work
shop for the 1982 NMMEA Conference.
Jim Elyce is a dedicated, hard-working
music teacher who is loved by her students.
While at Zia she has developed an out
standing music program and her col
leagues recognize her as a leader in ele
mentary music. She Is a highly organized
individual who works hard to teach children
the enjoyment of music.
Congratulations to Jim Elyce Wade for
being the recipient of the John Batcheller
Award for Excellence In Teaching Ele·
mentary School Music.

"YOUR COMPLETE MUSIC CENTER"
2432 Cerrillos Rd.
College Plaza South
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501
(505) 471 -91 12

Pianos-Organs
Band Instruments
Guitars-Amps
Accessories-Music

George Jimenez
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MENC-NSOA National High
School Honors Orchestra
The National School Orchestra Associa·
tion made history as the National High
School Honors Orchestra completecd its
concert on Saturday, April 23rd. at the
Indiana Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis. The
concert was the highlight of the fifty-second
Music Educators National In-Service Con
ference entitled "America Take Note."
This conference celebrated one-hun1dred
fifty years of music education in the Un,ited
States. One hundred fifty high school
juniors and seniors represented forty-six
states. "These outstanding young musi
cians are a credit to themselves, their
parents and their teachers. We honor our
profession as we honor these musiclans,"
exclaimed Donald Corbett, President of
MENC
Joel Revzen conductor of the National
High School Honors Orchestra, is the assis
tant conductor of the St Pau� Minnesota,
Oiamber Orchestra. He is also choral a d ·
visor and music director of the Minnesota
Chorale. Revzen has served as dean of the
St Louis Conservatory and as guest con·
ductor of the St. Louis Philharmonic and
Opera Theater. He studied conducting with
Margaret Hillis, Jean Martinon, and Jorge
Mester and is a recipient of the Frank
Damrosh Prize in Conducting at Julliard.
Revzen's appearance was made possible
through a generous gift by John Nuveen
and Co., Inc., a Chicago based investment
baking firm.
Several years ago, while listening to high
school performing groups representing
Japan, Sweden and Canada at a biennial
convention of the International Society for
Music Education, Nancy Watling determin·
ed that if it could be done. the United States
of America could again have a truly repre
sentative high school orchestra. A plan was
formulated by the National School Orches
tra Association and presented to the Music
Educators National Conference. From this
beginning, the orchestra was organized
with the dedicated efforts of many music
educators throughout the nation. The first
concert of this prestigious group was pre
sented on April 12, 1986 for the Music
Educators National
Conference
in
Anaheim, California. What started as a
dream became a reality again as the na
tion's best young musical talent presented
the second performance of the National
High School Honors Orchestra. The or
chestra performed Three Dance Episodes
from On the Town by Leonard Bernstein
Le Trombeau de Couperin by Maurie;
Ravel, and the Symphony No. 1 in F by
Dimitri Shostakovich.

jYAMAHA BAND STUDEN�
STUDENT-FRIENDLY!

YAMAHA BAND STUDENT

A Band Method for group or individual instruction
by Sandy Feldstein and John O'Reilly
The YAMAHA BAND STUDENT is truly student-friendly. First of all, it's
an uncomplicated approach to beginning instrumental music. It
contains carefully planned lessons. A logical instructional sequence.
Uncluttered pages. Easy-to-read music engraving.

And lots of songs. So learning to play an instrument is fun, and after
all, isn't that what it's all about?
As the YAMAHA BAND STUDENT progresses, there are many appealing
duets. Musical term definitions. Scales and chords. Rhythm exercises.
Etudes to emphasize dynamics, articulation and phrasing.

And lots of songs. So students will continue to have fun, and
progress to the second year.

_..

The YAMAHA BAND STUDENT is also teacher-friendly. One book
does it all. Note and rhythm reading. Theory lessons. Fingering
charts. Plus piano accompaniments for every piece and exercise
tn the method.
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The YAMAHA BAND STUDENT is budget-friendly too! Four
complete band arrangements are included right tn the
method-perfect for first-year concerts!
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And lot.� of songs. So you can introduce students ro a wide
variet) of 5tyles through solos, duets and full band
arrangements.

.J,rJ
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The YAMAHA BAND STUDENT
is simply the friendliest band
method in town- ask your
favorite music dealer to
introduce it to you. You'll be
friends for life.

ALFRED & YAMAHA"
WE'RE PUTTING OUR NAMES
ON THE VERY BEST.

,�1

Alfred f'ublishm1t Co., lnl.

!����!:,nn.�SA
Mu•..:•l ln.,n,ment D"'"""

lnstrumenutlon for
a-ks l & l

Flute
Oboe
Bassoon
st, Clannet
Et, Alto Oannet
8t, Bass Clarinet
E I, Alto Saxophone
Bt, Tenor Saxophone
E t, &ritone Saxophone
st, Trumpet I Comet
Horn 1 n F
Horn , n et,
Trombone
Santone S.C
Santone T C
Tuba
Percus,.on · S. 0 . S O .
Accessori es
Keyboard Percussion
Pi ano Accompaniment
Piano Accompammenc Cuseuc
Conductor's Score
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-----------------------D Note...
Chamber Music America
Gruber Award for Excellence In Cham
e_er Music Teaching
e�nsored by
Chamber Music America

E

rpose: To recognize and thereby en
urage and ,ewa,d excellence ;n chambe,
usic teaching.

!Award: A $1,000 award granted annually
ho an individual teacher in charge of a
chamber music program for students aged
six to eighteen. The award will be presented
at the recipient's local site as well as at an
appropriate regional or national profes
sional association conference. Efforts will
also be made to secure a conference ap
pearance for the recipient's chamber music
group.
Eligibility: for this award. the term cham·

ber music will mean organized educational
programs for small ensembles, vocal or in·
strumental, that are usually performer
directed rather than conducted. and gen·
erally one on a part. Although jazz ensem·
bles can be regarded as chamber music
they will not be Included In this award
program.

Criteria: Programs will be judged on qual·
lty, innovation, how well they meet stated
objectives, effectiveness relative to the re·

sources of the school and community,
audience building, educational integrity
and community Impact

Process: Applications may be obtained
from Chamber Music America, 545 Eighth
Avenue, NYC 10018; (212) 244-2772.
Interested persons are also encouraged to
apply on behalf of someone whom they feel
is deserving of the award.

In addition to the application form, the
following must be submitted
·· Vita of the teacher in charge.
--Copies of programs and publicity from
the 1987 school year (not returned to ap
plicant)
··A cassette recording of a performance
(not returned to applicant). While it should
be of good audio quality, this recording
need not be professionally done. The tape
is not used as a performance competition
device but to give panelists exposure to the
level of development of the program.
--Names, addresses and phone numbers
of two persons familiar with the program
who could be contacted for further infor·
mation.

Applications will be reviewed by a pamel
composed of Chamber Music Amerl�ca
Board members and other professionals; in
the fields of chamber music and educatlcon.
Announcement of the award will be maide
by April 30, 1989. The state and Regiornal
or National presentation will occur duriing
the 1989-90 school year. Chamber Mwsic
America will publish a notice about tthe
recipient in Chamber Music magazine arnd
will announce the winner to the approwri·
ate state journal and Music Educat(l)r's
Journal

The completed application and all sup·
plementary materials must be received by
the Chamber Music America office by 5:00
pm, December 16th, 1988.

U n i forms by e

Bud Bradley

1000 South Fourth Street
Greenville, IL 62246
Toll Free 1 - 800·228-8134
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News From Our Advertisers
Neuw Conn Instrument
Cattalog

Concert Works Unlimited

Thee 24-page. full-color catalog features
Conn , brass and Artley woodwind lnstru·
ments:s, as well as a full complement of Conn
band I instrument accessories. Vivid graph
ics annd special call-outs highlight many of
the unnique features of Conn and Artley
instru11ments.
Thee catalog's theme, "A Heritage of Ex
:ellennce," is carried throughout. The cover
:olorfuully portrays part of America's musl
:al herrltage, the circus band, taken from an
:>rlginaal painting done for Conn at its 100th
:mniveersary. Inside, the new catalog con
·ains e>?xcerpts from the 1920 Conn catalog.
JJhich picturesquely describes the perfor
nancee attributes of circa 1920 instru
nents. .
"Prldde of workmanship is very apparent
n thesGe excerpts." said Randy Eibel, Vice
,..esideent of Sales. "We feel a special kin
. hip to l this pride because we are just as
>roud < of our current manufacturing abili
ies anod state-of-the-art techniques."
Connn's heritage theme ties directly to
nany oof the Instruments In Conn's current

Mrs. Virginia Waring, President of Fred
Waring Enterprises, Inc., in celebration of
the 50th anniversary (1989) of the music
publishing company founded by the late
Fred Waring, announces the forrnation of a
new division · CONCERT WORKS
UNLIMITED.
Concert Works unlimited represents an
innovative commitment on the part of Fred
Waring Enterprises, Inc., to produce a full
spectrum of high quality instrumental
music for concert band, orchestra, ensem·
ble and solo! Sole selling agent will be
line. "Current models such as the 20K
sousaphone, 88H trombone and 8Dfrench
horn are consistently recommended by re
spected players and educators," said Eibel.
"and our new Heritage Series trumpets
continue to receive high praise for the new
perforrnance standards they have estab
lished."
For more inforrnation, contact C. G.
Conn, PO Box 727, Elkhart, IN 46515

l{eyboards bY
KORG
ROLAND
YAMAHA
BALDWIN
PIANOS & ORGANS

Ii
I

Guitars bY-.
MARTIN
GUILD
FENDER
G&L
OVATION

Drums bY..

Band Instruments by

FENDER

MARSHALL

J\Jlus[c Centett �nc.

"Serving New Mexico Since 1959"

LUDWIG PEARL
CB 700

Am�lifiers by_

.K·f1aG

�

GIBSON
PIMENTEL
YAHAMA
B.C. RICH

YAMAHA · BACH
SELMER AND BUNDY
ARMSTRONG • LEWIS

Shawnee Press, lnc. who will also continue
to maintain and distribute their current In·
strumental catalog.
Ruth Sibley, V.P. and CEO., advises that
the division's first release In September will
consist of 29 works for various levels of
concert band Orchestra and ensemble
works will follow in future releases.
Concert Works Unlimited will be market·
ed with a new, four-color easily recognlz·
able cover and a big dealer Incentive pro
gram. In addition, a digital album of the
catalog will be sent to band directors
throughout the country.
Located In Delaware Water Gap, PA, the
main headquarters of Fred Waring Enter·
prises, Inc., Concert Works Unlimited will
be administered by Dr. William Ramal,
Director of Special ProJects.
For more information: Richard Kreuzer,
(717) 476-0550

NEW & USED INSTRUMENTS · LAYAWAYS
TERMS AVAILABLE

Albuquerque's Best Rent
to Own Band Instrument
Program

II 884-6774 897-2090
7017 Menaul Blvd. NE

Coorw & CorralH Rd NW
(next to MeOonalds)
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We're open to serve you
with a family of services . . .
• Complete Repair Facilities

;

• Scaff of Qualified Music Educators
• Studio Facilities
• Group Lessons
• Name-Brand Band & Orchestra Instruments
• Rental Program
• Sheet Music & Accessories
• Sound Reinforcement Systems

ROMERO
FAMILY
� MUSIC
CENTER
Central

& Tramway

13130 Central, S.E./Suice A
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123

505 I 292-4440

Music & Education . . . a family tradition for over 1 00 years.
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f 9J88 All-State Jazz Audition

ThEe 1988 New Mexico All-State Jazz
:::linic:: will be held at New Mexico State
Jnive2rsity in Las Cruces on November 18,
19, 1�988. This event is sponsored by the
�ew �exico Chapter of the National Asso
iatiorn of Jazz Educators, with support
rom the New Mexico Music Educators
\ssocciation.

. Saxcophone, trumpet, and trombone must
lemornstrate the chromatic scale for his or
1er CO)mplete range.

L The? following excerpts are from Pressure
::Ookezr by Sammy Nestico, published by
ensom. The excerpts should be recorded at
=13�2-160.
ALFO SAX · 1st Part • Measures 29
nrougqh 52 and 157 through 198.
TENmR SAX · 1st Part · Measures 29
ilrougqh 52 and 157 through 198.
BARlITONE SAX - Measures 157
�rougth 198 and 217 to the end.
TRUJMPET · 1st Part - measures 137
1rougth 153 and 157 through 187. (Leads
lso plaay measures 222 to the end.)
TROPMBONE · 1st part · Measures 157
uougH, 198 and 233 to the end.
BAS�S TROMBONE· 4th Part - Measures
57 thrrough 198 and 217 to the end.
PlAN40 · Beginning through measure 70.
,ntire s,ection to be recorded with metro
ome scounding.
GUITrAR • Beginning through measure
0. Enttlre section to be recorded with
1etroncome sounding.
BASS· Beginning through measure 70.
ntire s,ection to be recorded with metro
ome scounding.
DRUM1S · Beginning through measure
0. The : student must also demonstrate the
bility t0> play these styles: Latin, jazz waltz,
>ck. me{dium swing (.I=120-132), and fast
Aling (.1•=200+). The student should play
t least �32 bars of each style, paying strict
ttentiom to "time.''

l Jazz <Chair Auditions · In addition to the
reparecd material, all candidates for jazz
nairs rmust improvise with the Jamey
,ebersolld album, "Nothin but Blues," at
!ast twco choruses with the track, "Fast
ilues in F." Strong jazz players should be
ncoura!.!Jed to include this audition.
/. Audittion procedures
A Eaclh audition must be recorded on a
aparate cassette tape. A high-quality tape
recomrmended.

Ed Soph · Jazz Clinician

8. All tapes must be marked with stu
dent's name, school name, instrument,
mailing address and phone number.
C There will be an $8.00 entry fee that
must be included with each audition tape.
Audition tapes will not be returned.
D. The recordings should be made on
cassette.
E. Tapes must be received by the clinic
chairman by October 15, 1988. Tapes
should be hand-carried or mailed (by Certi·
fied Mail) to:
Ken Van Winkle. Music Department
New Mexico State University
Box 30001
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003-0001
Entries received aher this date will be
returned to sender.

1988 All-State Jazz Clinician will be Ed
Soph. Ed is recognized Internationally as
one of the most masterful and innovative
clinicians of today. Along with both a
musical and technical command of the
drum set and the ability to communicate,
Ed brings years of varied performing. re•
cording, and teaching experience to his
presentations. He has played with the big
bands of Kenton, Herman, Watrous, and
Clark Terry; in combos with Joe Hender
son, BUI Evans, Randy Brecker, Slide
Hampton, Rich Matteson, Clark Terry, and
David Liebman. Ed's experience spans
many styles from funk to free improvisation
and Broadway to be-bop. Ed is an Artist/
Clinician for Yamaha Drums and Zildjian
Cymbals.

V. Results will be mailed to each participat
ing school on October 22, 1988.

Announcing

the First Annual

m A Major Band Festival with
nationally renowned adjudicators!
�l� Snow Skiing at its finest for your
band members at a world-class ski resort!
�I� April 13-16, 1 989
�l� Winter Park, Colorado

You and your band can enjoy the finest in snow skiing ... and the ultimate in a band
contest - right at the time you need it the most!

You will be �oused in luxurious condominiums at UNBELIEVABLY LOW RATES.
Condos have kitchens, jacuzzis, indoor pools, rehearsal space, and more!
Important! Early applications will assure you and your band of the best times for
performances, slopes, condominiums and rehearsal facilities!
For more lnformatlon caU:
Jim Von Zandt. Festival Chairman
(817) 485-4554 Home
(8 17) 485-3900 Office

or write:

Jeanette Jones. Fes11val Coordinator

Winter Par1< Slc�Muslc Festival
3524 Scranton
Fort Worth. Texas 761 1 8
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NEED YOUR MUSIC QfilCK ?

� 210 Yale SE, Albuquerque NM 8'7106 �
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New Mexico Music Educators Association
Board of Directors Annual Meeting
Emerald Conference Room, Le Baron Inn
2120 Menual NE, Albuquerque
July 29-30, 1988 1 :00 pm

hose !'Present
resldennt
tee Prees,dent. Band;

John R Schun
Las Cruces
Kurt Steinhaus. resigned.
Los Lunas
Henry Estrada.
Unda McAlister-�rvold Raton
ice Preesldent. Chorus:
Albuque1que
Wayne Thelander
Ice Preesident. Orchestra
OovlS
lee Preesldent Elem./JHS. Eleanor McKinney
Ice Pree!i1dent College/Univ Ellen McCullough-BrabsonAlbuquerque
Gallup
Sam Pemberton
ast Pre�ldent
Los Alamos
dltor. lTHE NM MUSICIAN Don Gerheart
Rolhe V Heitman
kecuttwe Secretary
Santa Fe
NMAA Assistant
.MAA
Walter Lane
lstrlct Pl>resldents:
is1 1 si.w

ISi 2 SEE:
1st 3 N\IW
1st 4 NCC
,st 5 NEE:

enry Emrada
,hn C SSanks

Diane Roberts
Beckie Mason
L Kent Northup
Eddie Rlmbert
Absent
Los Lunas
Albuquerque

Las Cruces
Artesia
Gallup
Taos
C>.st 6 Cen
Dist 7 Alb.·

then Prresent
amet H4ellman. Santa Fe. Assist NMMEA Secretary
:mna Mcoore. Albuquerque. Elem /JHS V P Elect
,uglas F'Poff. Farmington. Orchestra V P Elect
,lly Ryncott. Santa Fe. SD E. Representative
reg<>ry Clemmons Albuquerque. UNM Coordinator for AJl,Srate
)i.!nda
C.,11 to , order and Introductions · John Schutz
Approwal of the January Board of Directors Meeting · Heitman
Annual I Ananc,al Report • Heitman
Nl'W M�ex,co Activities Association Report · Dan Salsweldel Walter Lane
THE NEEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Report · Gerheart
New Meulco Education Standarcls Fvaluatlon. Music Comp.itenctes Update, Certl•
a11on Up,date. ere · Sally Rynott SDE
NMMEM D,srnct Presidents Reports Activiues. C.,lendar, Off1cers. etc.
NMMEA\ President's Report · John Schuti
11. MENC National Meeting
b SpeakEer & Top, c at NMMEA Membership Meetmg, January All·State 1989
c. MlOSMt Music In Our Schools Month
d Awardu Programs Hall of Fame. Music Educator ol the Year, Batcheller Aw1Lrd
e Other
Student MENC Report
All-Staue Aud111on Report · Schutz
a Partic1p>atlon Report · Heitman
b. 1988 A\udltlons. Dates, Centers. Chairpersons· Schutz
: Auditiom Team Proposal · Schutz
d Revlsectl Audition Procedures, Aud1t1on Center Packages • Hellman
1. Other
Plannlncg All-State Music Festival & lnservlce Conference, Jan 4-7. 1989
• Vice-Prcesldents Reports
1) Schecdule of ActrVittes

2) Names of Audlllon Judges lor Choral & Instrumental Chair Placement
3) Workshops. Clinicians. Reading Sessions. etc.
4) Horior Concert Order Warm-up rooms. etc
5) Serge1Lnt at Arm• Dlstrlct Presidents to provide names
6) Transportation for Olnldans & Guest Conductors (VPs arrange)
7) ChairpeTSOns & Assistants lor All·State Groups
8) Dlst11ct Presidents Meeting & Distrid Meetings
9) Luncheons. Banquets & other functions hme and locations
b. Other
1) Headquarters Hotel
c All-State Concerts.
1) Concert Order Band. Orchestra. Olorus, PM. Chorus Orchestra. Band
2) Student Performance Di-e.ss
3) Stage Crews, Monito1'5. Ticket Takers
4) House Manager
5) Box Off1Ce
6) Recording concert. Procedures, etc.
7) Presentation ol Awards at Concerts
8) Other
12 New Business
.:i. Date, place & lime for next NMMEA Board ol Director, Meeting 1/4/89
b Other
c. Adioumment
1 Call to Order
Pr�1den1 Schutt called the m.:e11ng to order With all pre,ent at I 00 pm In the
Le&ron Inn, Emerald Conference Room, 2120 Menual NE. Albuquerque He asked
each ro Identify themselves. their ufflui and where they were from.
2 ApproYal ol Minutes
Secretary Heitman reviewed the minutes of the NMMEA Board ol Director, meeting
M printed in the spring l"ue of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Volume XXXV No 3
1988 He stated he had found no errors or oml.sslons and recommenrled that the
m1nu1es be approved as printed Sam Pemberton moved. seconded by Don Gerhean
that the minutes be approved Motion pclSSed.
3 Annual Ananc,al Report ol NMMEA
SerretaJy-Treasurerd,stnbuted and discussed In detall copies of the annual financial
operations of the association (published elsewhere ,n th1� maga.tme) Henry Estrada
moved, seconded by John C Sanks that the Ananclal Report be accepted as submitted
by Secretary-Treasurer Hellman Motlon passed
4 Membel'$hlp
Heitman reported that as ol July 30 1988 we had 417 membeB which Is about 80%
of the music teachers in the schools of the state
5 New Mexico Activities Association Report
Mr Walter Lane. representing Dan Saliweldal. NMAA Executive Director Report
attached His main points were: (a) activity days away from school have been frozen at
ten peryear. (b) there should be uniformity In elig1blhty regulations: (c) NMAA IS making
an ellort to marilet the value olscholasticactlv1tles 10 a greater degree. (cl) a new project
called "TARGET' Is designed to help students cope with the alcohol and drugproblems.
School personnel may call Frances Walsh at 1 ·800-336-6667 for asststance.
6 THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Report (see attached) Don Gerheart distributed
copies of the operation ol THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN He discussed In detail the
publication of the magazine Diane Roberts moved. seconded by LJnda McAlister·
Servold that the reportol the ed11orofTHENEW MEXICO MUSICIAN be accepted with
special thanks being extended to Don Gerheart for a Job well done. Sam Pemberton
moved, seconded by Ellen McCullough-Brabson that the editor be given an honorarium
of Sl00.00 per month plus reimbursement for expenses related to the magazine
MotlonpMsed

J

continued on page 36
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Annual Meeting continued
7. New Mexico Education Standards:
Sally Rynott, Music Speciallst. New Mexico State Department of Education discussed
the following Items of concern to music educators: (see report)
a. New fine arts Ileensure procedure: distributed copiesof the licensure system frame
work, effective July 1. 1989.
b. Gave a danflcal!on of educational standards: curricula & co-curricula. There was
much discussion.
c. We were given copies of entry-level competencies for fine arts teachers. You may
wnte Sally Rynott for a copy.
d. Memorial #4 update: limiting student participation In school activities has been
dropped.
e. Presented a proposed New Mexico education support plan for new teachers.
8. NMMEA District Reports:
District l, Southwest Diane Roberts, president, attached
District 2, Southeast: Beckie Mason. Pl'eslden� attached
District 3, Northwest L Kent Northup, President. attached
District 4, North Cen; Eddie Rlmbe� President, attached
District 5, Northeast Absent
District 6, Central: Henry Estrada. President. attached
Distnct 7. Albuquerque: John C. Sanks, President, attached

Educators Hall of Fame. A numberof amendments were suggested. Ellen McCullllough
Brabson moved seconded by Wayne Thelander the amended guidelines b-, adfopted
beginning In 1990. Motion passed.
f. Committee Report Music Educator of the Year Award: Dale Kempter. Alb�uque
que John Batcheller Award for Excellence In Teaching Music in the Elem/JHS vwent t
Jim Elyce Wade. Clovis
10. MENC Student Report None.

11. 1988 All·State Audition Report
a. Participation: Secretary Heitman distributed copies of the audition report s�howln
that In the 1987 AU-State auditions. the following number of students audtltioned
vocals. 1161; strings. 217: wind & percussion. 895 for a total of 2.273
b. 1988 audition dates, centers & chairpersons:
Vocal auditions: October 31 • Las Cruces. Beth Borchert
November 1 · Roswell, Steve Thorp
November 2 · Portales, ENMU, David Gerig
November 34 · Albuquerque. Dale Kempter
Registration deadline: October 7.
String auditions: November 2 · Las Cruces, Kurt Chrisman
November 3·4 • Albuquerque. Dale Kempter
Registration deadline: October 7.

9. NMEMA President's Report attached
a. MENC National Meeting. Indianapolis, April
b. All-State NMMEA Meeting. January 1989
c. All-State Jazz Festival: Henry Estrada moved, seconded by John C. Sanks that
NMMEA help support the NAJE All-State Jazz Festival with llnanclal aid but not Lo
exceed $750.00. Motion passed. Festival to be held at New Mexico State University,
November 18-19, 1988. See Spring 1988 Issue THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, page
22 for particulars for participation.
d. Music In our Schools Month: Eleanor McKinney, State Chairman.
e. NMMEAAwards Program: president Schutz took the board through aproposed set
of guidelines for procedures for nominating candidates to the New Mexico Music

Wind and percussion auditions:
November 28 · Las Cruces. Tony Montano
November 29 · Roswell, Kent Jordan
November 30 · Albuquerque. Dale Kempter
December 1 · Santa Fe. Oark Pontsler
Registration deadline: November 1.

c. All- State Audition Team:
The Chairmanship for the All·State audition team rests with the New Me>(llCO Stat
University Music Department Dr Jerry Alt. vocal iind string audition team chaurpersor
and, Mr Ken Van Winkle, wind & percussion Instrument audition chalrperso>n Henr

..... continued on p>age 3,

Paul Retrum's

�WIS'1'1Ui

SAMO SPECIALTIES
\ P.O. Box 2337, Carefree, Arizona 85377

KEEP US CLOSE TO YOUR PHONE !!!
TOLL FREE
l-800-528-5372
National:
1-800-331-7740
Arizona:
CALL US CONCERNING YOUR NEEDS FOR:

Band Unifonns
Color Guard Uniforms
Flags
Flag Poles
Plumes
Hats

Shoes
Gloves
Boots
Rainwear
Tuxedos
Blazers

NO ONE OFFERS MORE PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE THAN THE PEOPLE AT WESTERN BAND
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If you're a musician - man or woman explore the advantages of playing in an
/Army band.
Qualify and you'll harmonize with some
truly exceptional talent.
From big band to classical to rock,
Army musicians play it all.
To find out about auditions, call your
lcocal Army recruiter today. See the Yellow
Pages under "Recruiting."

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Annual Meeting continued
Estrada moved. seconded by Don Gerheart, that the proposed audition team members
be accepted pendlng the NMMEA President's approval and approval of respective
NMMEA Vice Presidents. Motion passed
d Revised audition procedures copies were distributed to all present The procedures
wtll be published In the fall Issue of 11-iE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Secretary Heitman
had prepared packages of materiab for the audition center chairperson. Dlstrlc:1 presl·
dents were asked to deUver the packages to the various center chairpersons.

4 Vice-President, Chorus, Linda McAllster·Servold: Report 11ttached.
a. All-State honorchoirfor 1989 wlll be Hlghl11nd High School Choir, Albuuquer
que. Robert Brown, Conductor
b. Guest conductor for mixed chorus wtll be Dr Donald Balley, Texass Tech
University, Lubbock, accompanist wtll be Valerie Trujtllo, SherriTaylor, assistant Guest
conductor, g!rb chorus wtll be Karle Erickson, Gustavla Adolphus College, St- Peter
Minnesota La NIS11 wlll be the accompanist

12 All-State Planning:
a. Vice-presidents' Reports.
1. Vice-President. orchestra. WayneThelander: Report attached Symphony or•
chestra All-State guest conductor wlll be Lt Col Bankhead, USAF Symphony Orches·
tra Conductor, Washington D.C., Dr Steven Amundson, St Olaf College. Northfield
Minnesota wtll be the concert orchestra guest conductor. A special lnservtc:e Olnlclan
wtll be Anne Witt. an orcheslrll director In Ausun, Texas and a Selmer Olnldan. Honors
orchestra for this 1989 All•State wtll be the Los Alamos High School orchestra. Tom
Weber · Conductor.
2 Vice-President Band Kurt Stelnhau$/Henry Estrada: Repor1 attached
a. Guest conductors for the 1989 All-State symphonic band will be Dr Kenneth
Singleton, Northern Colorado Untvenrty, Greeley; and Conduc:tor James Curnow,
Stone Mountain, G«>rgla wtll be guest conductor for the concert band
b. Mr. Estrada presented a proposal to solve a problem of Inadequate percussion
"Traps" equipment for the All-State Instrumental performing groups It seems that
percussion students come from school$ that do not have proper small Item percussion
equipment Aftermuch discussion. proand con, Wayne Thelandermoved. seconded by
Diane Roberts that NMMEA purchase percussion equipment as proposed with an
acceptable storage and control system lor use and safe keeping The Vice-President for
band with an approprtate committee wlll provide specification and call for bids. Motion
passed 7 yes, 5 no
c;. All-State Honor Band for 1989 will be the Oov!s Hi gh School Band. Gordan
Hart, Conductor

5 Vice-President. College/University, Ellen McCullough-Brabson: Repon
att11ched.
a. Ellen McCullough· Brabson moved. seconded by Elunor McKinney tthat tht
advisor for the state MENC student chapter be from the same college or music , depart·
ment as the student elected president Motion J)IISSed
b. A new specialized music group has been organized by MENC knowm as th(
"Sodety for Music Teacher Education · Ellen McCullough-Brabson moved. seeconde,
by Eleanor McKinney th11t the NMMEA College/University Vice-President be dEeS!gnat
ed the offtdal New Mexico State Representative to this group. Motion passed

3 Vice-President, Elementary/JHS Music. Eleanor McKinney Report attached.
a Mustc In Our Schools Month: Hlghly successful
b. $pedal All-State Workshop Oinldan will be Mary Goetz, nationally recognlz·
ed elementary/JHS music: clinician and workshop leader form Indiana.

Other All-State Or911nlzatlon Matten:
1 Diane Roberts moved, seconded by Don Gerheart thllt the NMEMA Board OJI Direc·
tors suspend the rules ol theassoc1atlon forthe purpose of t11klngcare of some lUnusua
needs of the association: That Isthe fllllng the vacantposition ofNMMEA Presldeznt•elec
and Band Vice·President due to the facl that Kurt Steinhaus. President• Elect l& Banc
Vlce President, has resigned these positions because he has left the music t,eachln£
l)f'Ofesslon, havingiolned the New MexicoS111te Department of Education asaco::,mputet
specialist Motion passed
2 Diane Roberts moved, seconded by Henry Estrada that Linda McAltster-Serrvold �
appointed NMMEA President-Elect Motion passed Unda acc:epted
3 Ellen McCullough-Brabson. moved. seconded by Eleanor McKinney tlwt Henf\
Estrada be appointed NMMEA Band Vice-President to fill the position vacated! by Kur
Stetnhau&. Motion passed. Henry accepted
4 Sam Pember1on moved. seconded by HenTY Estrada that the Amfac Hotel tbe deslg
n11ted the Headquarters Hotel Motion passed

� continued on p;age 3S

D R U M MAJ O R PODI U M S
e STURDY LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING DESIGN
e 6061 -TG A L U M I N U M CONSTRUCTION
e RAPID FIELD SETUP & DISASSEMBLY
e PODIUM HEIGHT 36" (48" OPTIONAL)
e28" NON-SLIP COATED PLATFORrvn
CURRENTLY IN USE BY THE
NMSU PRIDE BAND AND THE
MAYFIELD MARCHING BAND

e3" W I D E FOLDED DIMENSION
• EASILY TRANSPORTABLE
e CHOICE OF COLORS
e PAINTED FINISH
•WEIGHT--40 POUNDS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING INNOVATIONS

1255 WEST PALMER
LAS CRUCES, NM 88005
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PHONE: (505) 523-0220

nn,ual Meeting continued

Eleannor McKinney moved, seconded by Ell en McCullough-Brabson that the Col
/Unl\iverslty Vice President be In charge of arranging the Honoree· s Function.
Ion poassed

Diane e Roberts moved, seconded by Unda McAlister -Servold that the NMMEA Board
)lrectoors suspend the rules for nomination and designation of Hall of Fame Desig
s. DiSGCusslon ensued concerning the recognition of pas t leadership by placing their
nes onn a HALL OF FAME ROLL. even though posthumo usly Sam Pemberton
ved, weconded by Henry Estrada that the NMMEA Board of Directors estabUsh a
LL OFF FAME ROLL and that the following names of persons who have provided
standhing leadership In music educaHon and to the association In the past be posthu
usly deeslgnated members of the NMMEA HALL OF FAME. Alsotwopersons, retired
still hvvlng and active are to be designated new members of the HALL OF FAME:
1ald Bdeene. Los Alamos a nd Robert Lane of Hobbs.
Posthnumous Award·
H-1.N Bailey, Santa Fe
H-larry Barton, Oovls
l<,<enneth Bender, Alamogordo
G3ilhan Buchanan, ENMU, Portales
DJouglas Cornwall, Oayton
<:..:arl Cramer, Albuquerque
Jeean Hook. Albuquerque
WV1lllam M Kunke� UNM. Albuquerque

Mary McFle Lacky, Santa Fe
Harry F. Taylor, Clovis
Moti on passed.
7 All-State Plano Tuning;
Unda McAlister-Servold ra ised the point that this past 1988 All-State found some of
the pianos used for the All-State choruses out of tune. Diane roberts moved, seconded
by Henry Estrada to authorize the choral vice-president to have pianos being used for
All-State Chorus rehearsal and performance tuned If necessary with pnor approval of
host school Mohon passed. (Contact Harold Van Winkle on the piano problem.)
8. All-State Concert Programs:
h wasproposed thatstudent names beprinted on the All-State concert program. Such
a plan would be very costly. It has been suggested that extra All-State olflclal programs
could be made available for parents or others withall !he performingstudents names for
the cost of printing at the Saturday concerts. Printing cost would be $1 50 each.
Harpist for the All-State Chorus will be paid the same as the accompanist
9. Date of next NMMEA Board ofDirectors Meeting; January4, 1989, UNM. Keller Hall
Green Room, 6: 30 pm.
10. Adjournment
No further business being presented, President John Schutz declared the meeting
adjourned

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL REPORT SUMMARY
August 1, 1987 to July 31, 1988
1986,.87

I987-88FY

NM�MEA & MENC Dues Remitted by Members/MENC Refunds
All-.-Stale Audition Fees Remitted by Students
All-!·State Music lns ervice Fees Remlned by Teachers
AJl-�State Music Festival Fees Remitted by Students
All-�Sldte Recording Fees; Dulce Sound, 87 $242 $213 36
Ali-. State Chaperone Fees
All-} Srote Concen Gate Receipts. 2 Concerts
Ali-�State Exhibitors Fees ($1,740 '89 All-Stare)
Neww Mexico Musician, Advertising & Refund. Dodson
Arst I National Bank. Belen (Interest)
Chaange (or Conference. returned by Heitman
MEl'NC Student Chapter Income
MEN'lC President's Interim Meeting Refund
Checck Reimbursement
Hon<1orees Breakfast

$ 9,357.00
8,792.00
8,233.00
6,28800
0000
25500
3,401 00
5.41000
3,880 83
1,440.69
250.00
60.00
0000
18400
000

$11,152.00
8,887.00
8,307.00
6,256 00
45536
21000
3,571.00
4.52000
0000
1.822 72
25000
30.00
576.00
142.00
26400

INCCOME FROM All NMMEA ACTIVITIES

$47,367.52

$46,443.08

3.548.94
1,034 60
676.65
7,587.02
6.813.01
3,538.26
6,259.00
834.21
6.226 47
3,600.00
1,200.00
220.92
00.00
250.00
184.00
153.00
00.00

3,255.00
1,184 98
625.41
7,849.48
6,716.35
3,860.83
5,872.00
35604
2,34 9 1 0
3,600.00
1,200.00
1,105.92
00.00
250.00
186.50
00.00
1,000.00

SCDURCES OF INCOME

EXP�ENDITURES
NMM1EA Board of Director.. & Executive Committee
Mounntain Belt Telephone Service, Elected Officers
U.S Post Office. Elected Officers
All·S�tate Audition Team Expense & Honorarium
AU-Sarate Guest Conductors. Clinicians, Accomp
All-Suate Operallng Expense: Supplies, Printing. etc
Dues, Remitted to MENC for Members
NMM1EA Office Supplies
NEWI MEXICO MUSICIAN Support
Execwtlve Secretary Honorarium
Secreetary Help
Misce21laneous Expenses, Awards. Refunds, etc.
MENCC Student Acco unt
Chan�ge for AII-St&te
Bank Charge for returned checks
All-St.ate Record Refund
rt. NMSU Band
NM Jaazz Festival SupE2.._
TOTA\L COST & EXPENDITURES
Sumnnary
Ba lantce: First National Bank. Belen, 8/1/87 & 8/1/88
NET OPERATING FINANCIAL STATUS OF NMMEA:
RESEERVE:
Sandita Savings & Loan 8/1/87 & 8/1/88
First l\''latlonal Bank. Belen, Money Market
MENC Student Account. held within NMMEA Balance

$42,126.08

-

$39,588.03

27.664.28
5,241.44
10,457.41

34,519.33
6,855.05
1 1 ,363.21

7.692.20
191.79

8,130.72
221.79
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LEADERSHIP

EXCEil.ENCE OF PERFORMANCE
TRAVEL

GOODWIU.

"ANir
IS WEU. SUPERVISED
SUPPORTED BY N.M. LION'S CLUBS
AND JUST PLAIN FUN!!!
CHECI'. OUT OUR DISPLAY TABLE AT Al.L-STATE

New MexJco Lion'• Bud

Music: Department., Box lF
New Mexico State Unlvenlty
Las Cruces, NM 11003

,

Job R. Schtz
Dlrttt.or
N.M. Uoa'a Bud
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I NTERNAT I ON A L CONV ENT I ON

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
OFFICIAL HANDBOOK
GOVERNING PROCEDURES FOR INTER·SCHOlASTIC MUSIC ACTIVITIES
1988-1989
INTRODUCTION

The Philosophies and Operotlng Procedures set forth in this Handbook for the various lnter·Scholast/c Musical Actfuities
recommended by NMMEA and approued by the New MexicoActivitiesAssociation ore the results ofmany years ofstudy and work
by Music Educators, School Administrators of the Public Schools and Music Departments of the Universities of New Mexico.
By establishing the Philosophies, Rules and Regulations in a HANDBOOK of PROCEDURES removed from the Articles of
Incorporation and By-Laws of the Association, changes may be made. as conditions demand, at any regular meeting of the
NMMEA Board of Directors and/or the NMMEA Executive Committee as per its authority, or at any regular business meeting of
the Members ofthe Association without theprocess ofa ConstitutionalAmendment. Any changes in procedures are subject to the
approval of the New Mexico Activities Association.
ARTICLE I
SECTION l: PURPOSE
lliE ALL,STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE
THE PURPOSE OF THE ALL-STATE MUSIC
FESTIVAL AND INSERVICE CONFERENCE IS:

40

A To provide the well prepared talented high school
music student an opportunity to participate in a fine
musical organlzatlon under the direction of a recogniz·
ed specialist not available In the student' s local school
music program.
B. To provide the talented musicstudent motivation for
the highest achievement In their musical education and
development

C. To provide music teachers from the schools of Ne:
Mexico an opportunity to observe recognlted specla
lsts demonstrate successful teaching techniques In ti
field of music education and performance.

� continued on page 4

Instrument Maker • Strings and Accessories
Expert Repairs and Major Restoration
Same-Day-Service on Mail Orders
Instruments and Bows Sent on Ap/Jroval
Excellent Selection of Fine Old lnstrurnents
Extensive Library of String Music - Solo and Ensemble

3003 Monte Vista Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87 106
265-7697
9-: ...
u'
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Handbook continued
D. To provide music teachers with an opportunity to
hear new music literature. and to review and examine
mu.sic learning materials, new Instruments, textbooks,
and teaching techniques.
E To provide music teachers with the opportunity to
hear fine musical performing groups which they may
not otherwise hear during the school year, and which
may Inspire them to achieve higherstandards ofInstruc
tion In their own education systems.

SECTION II: PROCEDURES

A DATE: The All- State Music Festlual and lnseruice
Conference:
The datesof the All-State Music Festival and Inservice
Conferencewill be determined by the NMMEA Board of
Directors at the annual meeting. settingthedates for the
next two All-State Music Festivals and lnservlce Con·
ferences.
B. STTESELECTION The All-State Music Festlual and
lnserulce Conference:
1. Invitations forsite location for the All-State Music
Festival and lnservlce conference to be held one year
hence. shall be submitted In writing to the NMMEA
President prior to the NMMEA Board of Directors'
meetlng. held the evening before the beginning of the
All-State Music Festival and lnservlce Conference.
2. An Invitation must Include: The designated date.
description of facilities and rehearsal space, commer
cial display area. and available lodging and meal ser
vice. Only those invitations describing facilities
deemed adequate by the NMMEA Board of Directors
will be submitted to the Association membership for
balloting on the site location. II more than one lnvlta·
lion Is received. the Festival sl!e will be chosen by a
ma)orlty vote of the membership at the annual General
Membership Business meeting
3. The elected Host School will provide all necessary
personnel security, facilities and equipment for the
proper operation of the All-State Music Festival and
lnservlce Conference without cost lo the Association
C THE ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL AND IN·
SERVICE CONFERENCE PLANNING AND OPERA
TION RESPONSIBILITY
1. It shall be the responsibility of the NMMEAExecu·
tlve Committee to plan and make arrangements for the
activities of the program for the NMMEA Annual All·
State Music Festival and lnservlce Conference.
2. The NMMEA All-State Music Festival and In·
seivlce Conference shall be sell-supporting. Revenue Is
obtained by the following methods:
a. NMMEA Members Conference fee
b. Student Participation fee
c. MENC Student Members Conference fee
d. Commercial flrrns dlsplaylng or participating
must be a NMMEA Music Industry Member and pay a
display fee
e. Concert admission fee pald by public
3. The amount of each fee shall be determined by the
NMMEA Board of Directors.
4. The music for participating In an All-State music
group shall be furnished by the student or school
5. Selection of Olnlclan or Guest Conductors:
a. NMMEA members attending the NMMEA Band.
Olorus, Orchestra. or Elem/Junior High School Music
Section meeting during the All-State lnservlce Confer·
ence will nominate a minimum of five names for possl·
ble guest conductors and/or clinicians for the next two
All-State Music Festival and lnservlce Conferences. The
members present will vote on order of preference of
nominees.
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b.The NMMEA Vice-President shall contact In
order of preference the clinician or conductor for
acceptance.
c. The NMMEA President. with the approval of the
NMMEA Executive Committee. will make final contract
arrangements with the Olnlclan or Guest Conductor.

ted 10 the NMMEA Executive Secretary and/or· the Vi
President In charge ofthe group. The original awditlon
may be asked to name a repl11cement from th,e offid
certified list

6. Selection of All-State Music:
a. The Olnlclan/Guest Conductor will propose a
program of music not to exceed twenty.two minutes of
performance time. The selection of musicwill be subject
to the approval of the NMMEA Executive Committee.
The Clinician/Conductor shall provide the list of music
by the specified date.

5. If disciplinary action of any kind concernllng a st
dent(s) Is deemed necessary It shall be the resp<onslbll
of the mu.sic Instructor of the student(s) to t.ake su
action as necessary, based upon the standards; set for
by the student(s) local Board of Educattom and/
school administration. Students may be exclutded fro
participation In the All-State performance.

D. ELIGIBIU1Y RULES FOR STUDENT PARTICI
PANTS TN ALL-STATE:

SECTION Ill: ALL-STATEAUDITIOIN PRC
CEDURES:

1. Any student olflclally enrolled for credit In a public
or private school In grades nine through twelve, for the
full school year, may apply to audition for participation
In an All-State group through the student's music In·
structor. The following rules and regulations must be
met by all students desiring to audition and participate
In All-State.
a. A student must be certified by the Principal as
passing twenty-five (25) hours of academic work per
week. and shall have earned five credits acceptable for
graduation the semesterprior to the All-State Auditions
and All-State Music Festival The student shall have
maintained a State mandated academic required grade
point average the prior semester. (New Mexico Statute,
Senate BUI 106, 1986)
b. The student must meet any additional require·
ments established by local Board of Education.
c. Only members officially enrolled for credit In an
organized school music group may audltlon and partl·
clpate In a similar All-State group, unless nosuch group
exists In the local school music program.
l A student must be an enrolled member of an
organized scheduled band. chorus or orchestra for the
full school yearto audition and be selected to participate
In an All-State group.
2. Prior to audition, each student must have the
approval of the music Instructor of the local school
music group the student wishes to audition and partici
pate In at All·State.
3. A student may audition for either a vocal or an
Instrumental All-State group or both, If a student audl·
Hons formorethan one group, the student must declare
group preference before auditions (band. chorus,
orchestra).
4. Wind and Percussion lnstrumentstudentsaudl·
tlonlng on more than one Instrument may do so provld·
Ing they declare 11nd Instrument preference prior to the
audition. The Instruments must be Judged by the same
ad)udlc.i!or.
5. Astudentmay not be allowed to audition unless
registration Is postmarked on or before the announced
deadlinedate. Late registration may be returned by the
audition Center Chairperson.
6. Atransferstudent. newly enrolled In school and
In a band. chorus. or orchestra and meeting all other
ellglblllty requirements, may be permitted to audition
for an All-State group.
E. STUDENT RULES FOR PARTICIPATION IN AN
ALL-STATE GROUP.
1. Students selected to participate In an All-State
group will attend all scheduled events, rehearsals and
concerts.
2. Any exception or absence from a scheduled event
mustbeapproved by the Vice·President In chargeof the
group.
3. Individual music Instructors at the local school
may not choose a replacementfor a previously selected
student who cannot attend. Alternates are determined
by audition.

4. As soon as the music Instructor learns a sttudent

unable to participate the Information shall be trransm

A THE AUDrrtON CENTERS:

1. The number of Audition Centers shall be llmlted
five or less.

2. The Audition Centers, Chairpersons, Date
Audlt1ons shall be designated by the NMMEA Executi·
Committee.

B. DUTIES OF THE AUDITION CENTER CHAI
PERSON:

1. The NMMEA President with the appre>val of d
NMMEA Executive Committee shall appoin1t a Ola
person for each Audition Center

2. Procedures and duties for the Audition Cent
Olalrperson:
a. Secure approval from local authority for use
necessary facilitles and staff, with the und,erstandl
that all local expenses are the responsibility of the loc
center Any unusual circumstances should be referr
to th" NMMEA president
b. Provide the following facllltles·
1) Six rooms with tuned pianos for choral au,
lions
2) Two rooms for str1ng Instrument 111ud1t1ons
3) Six rooms for W1nd instrument auditions
4) One room set up with tlmpanL bas:s drum a
multiple-percussion as required by the elude.
5) Each room should have a desk or table a
chair for Audlt!oner and music stand where needed
c. Provide a monitor for each audition room
facilltate auditions and try to keep on schedule
d. The Audition Center Chairperson will prepar,
schedule of auditions from the registrations sent In. T
Chairperson should send II copy of the schedule
each music Instructor and an audition sheet for ea
registered student upon receipt of fees or purche
order.
e. A copy ofthe audition schedule should be sent
the AuditionTearn Chairperson one week In advance
the auditions.
f. Students auditioning on more than one lnsb
ment (same Judge only) shall be allowed full time I
each audltlon which Is seven (7) minutes, except pere1
ston instruments which are allowed ten (10) mlnut
The student shall pay for each audition.
g. The Audition CenterChairperson shall collect
audition fee of $4.00 foreach audition registered by t
music Instructor. The Center Chairperson w!II tum t
amount collected over to the Audition Team ai�
person or his deslgnee to be delivered to the NMMI
Executive Secretary. All fees or school purchase ord,
must be attached to the Audition Center Chairperso·
report
h. The following arrangements should be made
the center chairperson for the audition team:
1. Motel room reseivations.
2. A realistic audition schedule which includ
break time. meal time and courtesy refreshments.

� continued on page 4

The Student's
Future Couldn't
Be in
Better Hands
In ll1i� age of computerized auto
mation and mass production, you'll feel
c.omfortablc in knowing 1ha1 Scherf &
Roth string instruments arc !>till made
with the same craftsmanship and p1ide
as when voui grandfather wa� a bo}. At
Scher! & Roth, we take our responsibili
ties quite seriously. and we knO\\ that
both vou and your studems coum on us
for a superior instnJment al a fuir price.
\ou can he assurt>d that the Scherf &
Roth Shop Ac!jnsrmenl will be of the
highest quali1'. for we care about the
studem and wh:u vou're trving to
acwmplish.
rhe �tudent'!> insuumemand his future
couldn't be in more careful hands.

SCHERL& ROTH
A member company of
U11i1ed Musical l,,strumems U. S.A. . Inc.

P.O. Box 727. Elkhart, IN 465 15
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Handbook continued
C THE AUDmON REGISTRAT10N FORM
1. Each music Instructor sponsoring students for
auditions shall list on separate audition registration
forms, one for band, one for chorus and one fororches
tra. the name of the studenl, Instrument or voice class!·
ftcatlon. and accompanist of each student expecting to
audition.
2. The registration form Is published In the fall Issue
of the NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN, the official NMMEA
Magazine and/or other appropriate means.
3. Each school wlll send one copy of the list of partic
ipants to the Audltlon Center Chairperson, postmarked
on or before the specified date for choral and string
auditions. Wind and percussion Instruments have a dlf·
ferent date as established by the NMMEA Executive
Committee. The student audition fee Is determined by
the NMMEA Executive Committee based on the total
cost of the auditions.
4. Students ,hallnotbe allowedto audltlon unle1t
reglatered with feu paid or purchase order attach
ed.
S. Rules and Regulations change from yearto yearto
meetchangingconditions. Each local music Instructor is
responsible for knowing and abiding by the changes.
Only the 1tudent 1uffer• If rulu are not observed.
D. THE AUDffiON SCORE SHEET
1. The audition Judging score sheet Is a toolfor audl·
tloners to useto assistIn the selection of the most quall·
fled students. The music Instructor at the local school
shall type the headlng of the form to Identify by name,
schoo� town, grade, lnstrumeni, voice classlflcatlon,
and accompanist The score sheet Is provided by
NMMEA to the Audition Center Chairperson for distri
bution to each school registering to audition.
2. The standard score sheet shall be used by the
audltloners and shall remain In the hands of the audl
tloner unttl after the conclusion of that year's All·
State.
3. The audition score sheet shall be prescribed and
furnished by the NMMEA Execullve Committee.
E AUDffiON PROCEDURES FOR THE BRASS
P£RCUSS10N AND WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS:
l All auditions shall be conducted by the Audition
Team Members assigned to the Instrumental division of
the All-State Audition Team as approved by the
NMMEA Board of Directors.
2. The auditions will Include the following
a. The required scales shall be: All twelve (12)
major scales, and the chromatic scale for each lnstru
menl Stattlng pitch and minimum fllng<>.s will be sped·
fled In the spring and fall Issue of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN. Value: 20% of audition.
b. The Band Vice-President will select suitable
etudes for each Instrument from the approved mater
ials. The etudes will be announced in the spring and fall
Issues of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. The etudes
will require technical ability and a lyrical style. Metro
nomic markings will be published with the eludes.
Value: 60% of audition.
c. Sight reading material will be selected by the
audi tloner and need not be the same for each studenl
The audltloner will provide sight reading material for
both bass & treble clef baritone hom Value: 20% of
audition.
d. Studentswishing to audition for piccolo & flute;
oboe & English horn; snare drum, tympani and/or
melodic percussion or other multiple Instruments must
prepare all eludes required for each Instrument they
wish to audition on. Students auditioning on more than
one Instrument shall beallowed full time for each audi
llon and pay the fee for each audition.
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e. An etude for multiple-percussion will be Includ
ed for all percussion auditions and will be announced In
the spring and fall Issues of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN. This etude will be required of all students
auditioning for percussion. Ten (10) minutes shall be
allowed for the percussion audition.
3. MUSIC INSTRUCTORS SHOULD BE SURE
STUDENTS ARE WELL PREPARED ON THE AUDI·
TION MATERlAL BEFORE THEY ARE REGISTERED
TOAUDmON.
4. The recommended personnel for wind and per
cussion Instrumentation for each of the performing
groups shall be determined by the following pro
cedures:
a. The wind and percussion personnel for the
Symphony Orcheslnl shall be selected on the basis of
flrsl, third, and fifth bestplayers for the various positions
to complete the orchestra Instrumentation as specified
In the music score.
b. The wind and percussion personnel for the
Symphonic Band shall be selected on the basis of the
second. fourth and sblth best players plus as many addi
tional players as the Instrumentation calls for until all
positions are fllled.
c. Wind and percussion personnel for the Concert
Orchestra shall beselected fromtheconcertband on the
basis of second, fourth and sixth best players of each
section to complete the Concert Orchestra lnstrumen·
talion as specified In the music score.
d. The personnel of the Concert Band will be fllled
from the remainingavailable qualified wind and perc=
slon players.
e. The number two string bass player from each
orchestra will be assigned to the Symphonic Band and
Concert Band If the music score Indicates the need for
such a player.
f. The recommended Instrumentation for the Sym
phonic and Concert bands will be designated to the
AuditionTeam Chairperson bythe NMMEA Band Vice
PresldenL
F AUDIT10N PROCEDURES FOR ORCHESTRA
STRING INSTRUMENTS.
l MUSIC TO BE PL.AYED:
a. Scales: One major and one melodic minor scale
as specified In the spring and fall Issues of THE NEW
MEXICO MUSICIAN The scales shall be played in the
following manner: Violin, viola and cello play three
octaves; string bass, play two octaves. The scale 15 to be
played as quarter notes. single bow. up and down, the
quarter note equalling MM 120. Value 20% of audi·
tlon.
b. A solo may be selected by the student and in
structor. There Is 10 be no accompaniment Value: 50%
of audition.
c. A required elude for each Instrument will be
chosen by the NMMEA Orchesba Vice-President and
will be announced In the spring and fall Issues of THE
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Value: 30% of audition.
2. The orchestra audltioners will place the qualified
string playen within a section of the organization
designated, but not by chair placement. Chair place·
ment will be determined by a final audition within the
section, Just prior to the first All-State rehearsal.
3. The recommended string Instrumentation should
be as follows for each orchestra string section. The
personnel of the Symphony Orchestra will be selected
first, then the Concert Orchestra: 1st Violin: 16-18; 2nd
Violin: 16-18; Viola: 12-14; Cello: 12-14; String Bass:
8-8.
4. One string bass player will be assigned to each
bandwhen the score requires. Assignment will be made
on the basis of number two string bass from the
Symphony Orchestra to Symphonic Band; number two
string bass player from the Concert Orchestra to Con
cert Band.

5. Two string audlllonerswlll be used: one forrvtoliri
and one for viola, cello and siring bass. These I persor
will be nominated by the Audition Team Chabrperso
and wlll be approved by the NMMEA Bcoard •
Directors.

6. There will be two audition sites: one & cone-ha
days In Albuquerque and one day in Las Cruc.es.

7. The local Audition Center Chairperson \Will be 1
charge of the string Instruments auditions.
G AUDITION
STUDENTS:

PROCEDURES

FOR

VOCA

°''"

l. The choral auditions shall be conducte<d by ti
Audition Team Members assigned to the Cho>ral
slon of the All-State Audition Tearn as nomlnat<ed by ti
Audition Team Chairperson and approved! by tl
NMMEA Board of Directors.

2. It Is recommended that the audltloner comdud ti
audition in the following order:
a. The student should be prepared to p,erform
solo of worthwhile educational value, selecteid by ti
student and music instructor to display range, <quality •
tone. technical ability. and artistry. Long solos,. lengtl
piano introductions and popular music sh1ould I:
avoided. The MENC, The Texas. or New Yorlk lists a,
suggested guides ALL MUSIC MUST BE IMEMOE
IZED FOR THE AUDITION. Value: 40% of a,udition.
b. All Choral students will be required t0> perfon
their part of the All-State choral number by memo,
with the keyboard accompanlment only, eith1er llve c
taped The accompaniment will be the piano n-eductlo
of the score as written. lndMdual vocal parts1111111 not 1:
emphasized There will be three selections tro choo!
from: 5SA/SSAA/SATB/TTBB. Value: 40\\\i of aud
tlon.
c. All choral students audltlonlngwtll be riequlred I
sight read a short melody In their vocal rmnge. Th
NMMEA Choral Vice-President will subm1 lt sever.
melody lines of equal difficulty to the Choral Audltla
Team Chairperson foruse in thesightreading audltlo1
Value: 20% of audition
d Theauditionselection does not detenn1lnegrou
placemenl

3 The number of choir members needed for eac
part (Soprano 1&2, Alto 1&2. Tenor 1&2, and Bai
1&2) in the mixed chorus Is suggested to be thirty pt
parL The number suggested for each Girls Chon
Section (SSAA} Is thirty-five.

4. Vocal students auditioning shall provide their a,
companist A taped accompaniment may be used i
placeofthellve accompaniment The indlvldual stude1
auditioning with a taped accompaniment shall be r,
sponsible for his/her own tape play-back eq ulpmenL
H. LATE AUDffiONS:

1. In the event a student misses an audition for legi
mate cause. such as sickness or death In the family, ti
student may apply through the local music Instructor 1
the NMMEA Vice-President ofthe group concerned f,
an early or late audition. Such an audition shall be hea,
by the original team member in person or by tape.

2. All early or late auditions must be completed will
in one week of the final auditions for that category.

3. The audltloner shall transmit the name of a sll
dent to be added to an All-State group to the NMME.
Executive Secretary. who will notify the student's mus
Instructor and place the student's name on the offlct,
lisl
L TAPED AUDITION PROCEDURES:

Schools located 150 miles or more one way from th
nearest audition center may submit a tape record•
audition using the following procedures:

l. All tape recordings used In place of a live auditlo
must be in the hands ofthe AuditionTearn Chalrpersa
one week prior to the first audition date for the lnstn
mental or vocal classification.

:lil(dbook continued

Ther<re should be no more than one kind of lnstru·
t or voolce classlflcatlon per tape.
Regl�lstration and fees must be submitted with the
a udlti.tlon

Tape e recording procedures:
a. Statlte student's name. school. town, Instrument
,Ice ch:lasslficatlonb. Strh1ngInstrument students follow string audition
edurl!S!s.
c. Banod Instrument students follow band audition
edurl!S!S
d Chooral students follow choral audition proce
s.
e. The� Instructor will select a sight reading excerpt
;o ldermtlfy
r Recoordlng should be on stereo cassette tape ti at
>Sslble.2.
3. Ifmoore than one student is on a tape. make sure
the sanme kJnd ofInstrument orvoice Ison the tape.
de mnaster list of names, school and town
ess
,. Reccordlngs must be arranged so that various
loners , may listen to the tapes at any center, al their
icttve ooflices or at home.

�AL 1-AUDrrlON PROCEDURES FOR AU

rE·

All stuudents selected to participateIn any All-State
�will bee tested on their preparation of the All-State
� In a , flnal audition held Thursday morning as
luled

Any stuudent failingto pass this finalaudition ortest
�y of thhe All-State music Will not be allowed to
:tpate I'Any unprepared studentwill be the respon·
y ol theeir Instructor.

Studennts passing the llnal audition or test will be
,a seahnng assignment In their respective group.
Choral I students Will sing all their All-State music
memoryy In the final audlllon or test

)rchestcra students selected for either the concert
nphonyI orchestra will audition for cl,alr positions
I on chne students prepa1allon of the All-State
:. EmphMslswill be placed on tone, technique and
ral muslcclanshtp

Wind annd percussion players of the concert and
hony or('chestra will audition on their preparation
i AII -Sta11te music. A player may be changed from
,art to an11nther If preparation Is not adequate. I.e. a
,layer mnay be assigned a second or third part A
,n reheaarsal will follow the audition

Band suatlng audition procedures: All band stu
of each, section wlll assemble In the designated
'
for an abudltion- The monitor will distribute num1 forms tea the students. The number on the form
ndlcate the order In which the students will
I on.
� When all forms have b een distributed. the
tor will irnlorm the audltloner to begin the audl·

, During the auditions, the auditioner may give
1ctions to , the students, however, the students may
peak dlreectly to the audltioner who sits with his
to the stwdents. Any replies will be made by the
tor.
I. After ahll students have been auditioned. more
Dnce If neccessary, the auditloner wUI announce the
· of chair rplacernent by number.
L The stucdents will then record their placement on
1ditlon forrm, sign theirnameand return the form to
�airpersorn In charge of the group.
. When alll fo rms have been collected the chair·
111 will retlurn them to the co-chairperson of their

� ALL CHiAIR PLACEMENTS WILL BE FINAU
U: WILL IBE NO CHALLENGES!

SECTION IV THE ALL-STATE AUDITION
TEAM
A THE AUD1Tl0N TEAM.
1. The Audition Team Chairmanship and approval
of Team Membership:
a. The responsiblllty for chai ring the audlt1on team
shall pass from one New Mexico University Music
Department to another In the following order as drawn
bylot (manyyearsago)· Eastern NewMexico University,
New Mexico State University. New Mexico Western
University, New Mexico Highlands Unlven1ty and the
University of New Mexico
b. The chairperson of theaudition team shall be the
Music Department Oialrman or head. or someone ap
pointed by him from the university responsiblefor the
auditions for that year
2. The chairperson of the audition team shall nom·
inate the members of the team. one or more as needed
from each of the New Mexico University Music Depart·
ments. and shall assign the dutiesofeach team member.
The member must teach or have recognized compe·
tency on the Instrument or voice to be auditioned
3 The chairperson of the audition team shall submit
the names of the nominees to serve on the team for that
upcoming year to the NMMEA President prior to the
close of the spring term of the university. The Board of
Directors shall approve the names of the persons to
serve. before the Invitation to serve Is conflrmed by the
team chairperson
4. Duties of the Audition Team:
a. The audition team shall select from the total
number of students auditioned the most qualified stu·
dents as participants In the All-Stale Bands. Oioruses,
and Orcliestras. according to the Instrumentation and
balance as prescribed by the NMMEA Vice-Presidents
of the Bands. Choruses. and Orchestras
b . Audltloners are not to discuss at any time
during the auditions. rhe srudent attending the audl
tloner's college or university.
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The Audition Fee and Team Member expenses:
a An audition fee, used to defray expenses of the
audition team members. will be determined by the
NMMEA Executive Committee and shall be paid by
each student to the Audition Center Chairperson
through the local music Instructor The feeshall accom·
pany the registration listof student$. A fee must be paid
for each student registered to audition
b. All audition fees collected by the Audition
Center Chdlrperson shall begivento the Audition Team
Oiairperson. or deslgnee. who will In tum deliver the
funds to the NMMEA Executive Secretary.
c. The Executive Secretary shall pay an amount
toward the expenses of the audirion team members as
determined by the NMMEA Executive Committee each
year based on the actual cost of the auditions

SECTION V:
ALL-STATE HONOR GROUPS
A PURPOSE. To Recognize OutstandingNewMexico

School Musical Groups

1 To recognize outstanding student achievement in
musical performance.

2.

To provide outstanding performing muslcal groups
an opportunity to perform for their peers at All-State .
3. To provide teachers and students with an oppor·
runity to hear fine student musical performing groups
which they may not hear during the school year in their
home school stituation.
4 To motivate teachers and students toward higher
achievement In musical performance.
5. To inspire teachers and students to achieve and
maintain high standards of lnstructiOI\ learning and
performance.

B. PROCEDURES OF SELECTION OF HONOR
GROUPS:
l Groups may apply to the appropriate NMMEA
Vice-President to perform on the Honor Concert by
submittinga performancetapeofconcertnumbers from
previousconcerts. The tapes may not be more than one
year old
2 The tapeswill be numbered by the NMMEA Vice
President, so Ideally no one on the selectlon committee
will know who Is performing at the time of auditlon.
Tampering In any way with the audition tape after the
actual performance Is expressly prohibited. Scores of
performance numbers should be sent with the tapes.

3 Groups applying and auditioning for an Honor
Performance designation must provide a letterfrom the
local Superintendent of Schools or Board of Education,
that If selected. the group has permission to attend and
perform at the All·State Music FesHval and lnservice
Conference. Junior high scliool groups may be honor·
ed. but not be required 10 perform where local school
policy restricts Junior high groups from travelling.

4. Only groups deemed outstanding will be con·
sldered for an honor performance.
5 NMMEA ASSUMES NO FINANCIAL RESPON·
SIBIUlY FOR HONOR GROUPS EXPENSES FOR A
PERFORMANCE AT ALL-STATE.
6. Appllcatlon, letterof permission and performance
tapeshould besent byregisteredmail to theappropriate
vice-president by June l, eacl, year.
C QUALIFICATIONS

The Director submitting on audition tope for on
honorgroup must be o member 1n good standing at the
time of the audition selection and performance.

D DATE FOR SUBMfTTING TAPESAND
APPUCATION

Audition tapes and application must be postmarked
and sent by registered mall to the NMMEA
Vice-President or his deslgnee. Anal selection will be
announced at the fall NMMEA Board of Directors
meeting

by June 1

£ FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE.

1. The same performing group may not be chosen In
consecutive years. Once every three years Is the most
frequent a group may be chosen
2. CONCERT DATES AND TIMES: Concert dates
and times of performance will be set by the NMMEA
Executrve Committee according to the schedule of All
State events. Performance time must not exceed
twenty-five (25) minutes of playing time per group
F CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOOLS.

Oassilicattons are based on a school's average dally
membenhlp as of October 1 each year.

AAAA

High Schools
AAA Hi gh Schools
AA High Schools
A High Schools

1201 or more students
401 thru 1200 students
151 thru 400 students
up to 150 students

Mid-High Schools will be rated one class below High
Schools
2. CCC Junior High School grades 7· 9 500 or
more students
CC Junior High Schools, grades 7·9 up to
499 students
C Middle Schools. grades 7-8 500 or more
students
DD Middle Schools, grades 7·8 or 6·8 250
thru 499 students
3. Unclassified:
a. Unclassified groups, such as non-public schools
must have permission from the NMMEA Execurive
Committee to audition and perform as an Honor
Group.
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MUSIC

Music Educators National Confeirence
1902 Assoc1a11on Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

EDUCATORS

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Application for Membership in Music Educators National Conference and State Music Educators Association

1 988-'89

PLEASE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
AREAS INFORMATION BELOW

TYPE OR PRINT COMPLETE NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW

Name
State Association You Wish to be Aff,hated With·
Address
C,tv

If You Have Been a Member of MENC in the Past Two Y1

Zip

State

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES (please check one):

0 Active•

ID I ______

_
_ Expiration Dete _

$51

__

$ ________

D Retired· $19

$ _____

___

ACTIVE OR RETIRED MEMBERSHIP IS PREREQUISITE FOR ALL OPTIONS BELOW
OPTIONS:

D
0

D

Society for Research in Music Education Add $19.00
For JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Society for General Music Add $10.00
For GENERAL MUSIC TODAY
Society for Music Teacher Education

$_

_

____

_

$ ________

s _____-__
o
_
-__

OPTIONAL MEMBERSHIP:
National School Orchestra Association

0
C

lnd1v1dual Membership
Foreign

$25.00
$30.00

0
0

lnst1tut1ona1
Retired

$30 00
$20 00

$_

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$ __

_

____ _

____

_

MENC Office Use Only
Check # : -------

PROFESSIONAL AREAS: (Check Appropriate Categories)
Special Areas

Level Areas

_ General Music,
_ General Music
_ Choral
_ Band
_ Orchestra
_ Keyboard

_ Elementary
_ Junt0r/M1ddle School
_ Senior High School
_ College Professor
_ Administrator/Supervisor
Please charge to my (check one)

Charge
Card Number Signature

-

-

-

-

MASTER CARD

Charge Card
------------ Expiration Date

"Includes $4.00 for MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL
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Elementary
Secondary
_ Guitar
Special Learners
Research
_ Teacher Education

O

VISA

Check Date: Amount

Recd. F rom
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News From Our Advertisers

mtnasset Instrument Stands
:roc.duced

lanh1asset announces the addition of six
1 lnsttrument stands to its popular line of
;ic sttands. The Manhasset name Is well
wn ffor its easily adjustable, black matte
;h sc::hool music stands, as well as the
1estrral "double-lip" stands and con·
tor's stands.
lanh,asset's new instrument stands fea·
: the :same attractive, black matte finish
ts mwsic stand line. Designed to be
dy amd compact, each instrument stand
ures I wide tripod legs for maximum sta·
y ancd is packaged in a durable and at·
tive c::loth bag.
peciail features have been designed into
n insttrument stand The trumpet and
elhorm stands will flt completely and
:ly ins;ide the instrument bell for com·
t storcBge. The trombone stand can serve
ally IMlell as a "stand·up" trumpet or
elhorm stand The alto-tenor saxo·
ne stand is fully adjustable to assure a
Der fitt of either horn and comes com·
e witlh clarinet and flute pegs. The
rano saxophone stand features a
,den lbell receiver with felt strips for
tch·frcee stability and the baritone saxo
ne stamd incorporates an exclusive tilt
1ster tthat provides proper balance at
helgh1t.
:>r m0>re information, contact United
, 1cal lmstruments, PO Box 787. Elkhart,

,6515..

w Kiing Catalog Available

he nel.W King catalog features the full
y of l«ing brasswinds, complete with
:luct sp,ecifications and large graphics.
catalo!9 also features the popular line of
� band instrument accessories includ·
the Kilng instrument care products,
1hasset school stands and King instru1t cases, and Benge brass mouthpieces,
1 dard wlith all King brass instruments.
Ne are excited aboutthe introduction of
catalog," stated Vince McBryde, Vice
;ident of Sales. "The new King brass·
� catalo,g, together with the Armstrong
1dwind and Benge professional brass
ilogs. provides a comprehensive review
ur entir·e instrument line."
:>r mor-e information, contact King
;ical Instruments, PO Box 787, Elkhart,

(6515.

New Scherl and Roth
Catalog

The complete line of Scher! and Roth
orchestral Instruments and accessories Is
presented in the new Scher! and Roth cata·
log, according to Randall Eibel, Vice Presi·
dent of Sales. The sixteen-page, full-color
brochure utilizes color themes within the
book to lead readers from instruments de·
signed for student use through mid-grade
instruments to professional models. The
catalog also features a wide selection of
bows, strings and other accessories avail·
able from Scher! and Roth dealers.
"The new Scher! and Roth catalog not
only features our many fine products," said
ElbeL "it also describes the steps Scher! and
Roth takes to ensure that every Scher! and
Roth instrument leaves our shop with the
finest adjustment possible."
"The new catalog includes descriptions
and specifications for violins, violas, cellos
and string basses which are classified into
three groups. The Prelude Series Includes
those instruments which are most often
played by beginning students, and includes
the popular Model 301 violin. These
models are available in a variety of sizes.
The Symphony Series includes mid-grade

UMI Introduces Precision
Accessories
United Musical Instruments, Inc., has in·
troduced a new line of musical accessories
under the name "Precision." Precision ac
cessories include woodwind mouthpieces,
carrying straps and director batons, with
more products soon to be announced.
According to James Eaton, Director of
Marketing for UM! Accessories, Precision
mouthpieces represent an excellent value
in student-priced mouthpieces. "Injection
molded plastic is used for economy and
durability," stated Eaton, "and each is
chambered and faced with the same care
and attention to detail as much more ex·
pensive mouthpieces. Precision mouth·
pieces have excellent focus, full resonant
tone and balanced response."
"Precision straps represent an Important
profit opportunity for every music retailer,
as we)L" continued Eaton. "The Precision
line of straps includes neck straps for Alto,
Tenor and Baritone Saxophones, Alto and
Bass Clarinets and neck and seat straps for
Bassoons," explained Eaton, "and both the
nylon web and soft cowhide leather models

or "step-up" instruments, characterized by
increased flaming on the back and careful
graduation of the back and ribs. These In·
strument outfits include artist quality strings
and Brazilwood or Pemumbuco bows. The
Artist Series, as the name Implies, includes
fine artist quality instruments, designed for
solo or concertmaster performance. Hand
carved and carefully graduated, the lnstru·
ments feature aged, straight grain, spruce
tops and well-flamed backs, ribs and
necks," Eibel continued
For more information, contact Scher!
and Roth, PO Box 727, Elkhart, IN 46515.

feature a coated hook for a combination of
strength and safety."
Precision Director batons feature strong
but lightweight fiberglass shafts. "Conduc·
tors appreciate the excellent balance, com·
fort and the choice of tapered or pear·
shaped cork handles and they can choose
from among four different lengths," Eaton
explained.
For more Information about Precision
products, contact United Musical Instru·
ments, PO Box 787, Elkhart, IN 46515.
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McDonald's® Joins MENC for the World's Largest Concert
More than three million schoolchildren,
teachers, and citizens from around the
country are expected to perform the same
concert program simultaneously with a lit·
tie help from McDonald's.
MENC will produce the fifth annual
World's Largest Concert (WLQ and will
feature the highly acclaimed McDonald's
All-American High School Bande during
MENCs Music In Our Schools Month, an
annual celebration of music in the schools.
The World's Largest Concert will air Thurs

day, March 9, 1989, from 1:00 to 1:30
p. m. eastern standard time.

Shari Lewis and her campanion, Lamb·
chop, will return for an encore performance
in the 1989 WLC. A versatile performer
who is well known as an actress, ventrilo·
quist, puppeteer, dancer, and musician,
Lewis has performed with and conducted
more than one hundred symphony orches·
tras across North America. She and Lamb·
chop were very popular with children of all
ages who participated in the 1988 WLC.
The All-American Band was established
in 1967 to provide outstanding young
musicians with the same all-American
status bestowed on high school athletes. It
is composed of 104 student musicians: two
from each state and the District of Colum
bia plus one each from the Virgin Islands
and Puerto Rico.
Because of McDonald's involvement,
this year's program will be called ''The
McDonald's World's Largest Concert."
MENC Executive Director John Mahl·
mann said, "One of the most exciting things
about this collaboration is McDonald's
commitment to audience development.
Research shows there were two million par·
ticipants in 1988, and McDonald's plans to
help make this number grow to three mil·
lion in 1989. As the numberof participants
grows, so does the impact on the public's
awareness of school music programs."
Plans are under way for participating
McDonald's restaurants to work with
school music teachers to host the local
music concerts and other activities in the
community during the televised WLC.
"For the past twenty-two years, Mc·
Donald's has been a strong supporter of
music in our schools through the Mc
Donald's All-American High School
Band," says Ed Rensi, president and chief
operating officer of McDonald's U.S.A
"Joining together millions of children
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across the country via their school tele·
visions Is just another way McDonald's can
help champion music education."

MENC members will receive a t
Donald's World's Largest Conce'.11 b
chure containing complete WLC infom
tion this fall.

1989 McDonald's World's Largest Concert Program
"The Star-Spangled Banner" (First verse

only, sung in unison in A-flat) Arranged by
Damrosch. Band arrangement published
by G. Schirmer, distributed by Hal
Leonard

"All Together Now!" (1989 Music In Our
Schools Month Theme Song) By Natalie
Sleeth. (SA, SAB, SATB, Intermediate
band, and orchestra accompaniments)
Published by Hinshaw Music.

"Feelin' Alive" By Phyllis /\leta Wolfe
(Two-part, Three-part, SATB, with optional
bass, drums, and 8-fJat trumpets) Published
by Heritage Music Press.

"The White Ensign" By Jerry Nowak
(Band Only) Published by Boosey &
Hawkes.

"This Train Goes Marching In" Arrang
by Sandy Feldstein. Melody and Ver.:
available in the December issue of t
Music Educators Journal.

"This Land is Your Land" By Woo
Guthrie{SA, SSA, SATB. TTBB, and bar
Arranged by Lewis and Platt. Published
The Richmond Organization.

"God Bless America" (Festival Editic
By Irving Berlin (SA, SSA, SAB, SAT

TIBB, band. and orchestra) Published
Shawnee Press.

All music for the WLC will be availat
from local music dealers with the except!,
of "This Train Goes Marching In'' which v
appear in the December, 1988 Mu!
Educators Journal. The 1989 WLC p1
gram selection was guided by suggestio
from previous WLC participants.

Music Instrument Repair
( 505) 888-4341

Karl T. Humble
4008 Lafayette Dr., N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87107

Advertisers

Sol Frank...
the unifarms that
win attention.
Sol Frank designers know
what turns the heads of
spectators when the band
marches by . . . smart looking
uniforms made possible by
effective designs. bright
colors, crisp tailoring.
When you have a new band
uniform program in the off·
Ing, talk to the professionals
at Sol Frank Our experience
can make the difference.
And, there's no obligation for
a consultation.
For a free color catalog. fill
out and forward the form
herewith or phone toll free
1 ·800·752·8885.
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Yamaha Music Corp.
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702 W. San la Rosa
San Antonio. TX 78204
(512) 227-5243
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They help make THE NEW
MEXICO MUSICIAN possible
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MENCs Toll-free number is:

1-800-336-3768
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NMMEA MUSIC INDUSTRY MEMBERS
1988 - 1989
AWED SCHOOL SUPPLY
Jeff Stephenson
POBox25147
Albuquerque, 87125
ARIZONA STA'JE
Barbara Holmberg School of Music
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287-0405
ASSOCIATE CONSULTANTS FOR
EDUCATION ABROAD
Amie Lehman
805 W. Morehead Circle. •F
Boulder, Colorado 80303
BAUMS MUSIC CO.
2908 Eubank NE
Albuquerque. NM 87111
E.K. BLESSING AND CO.
1301 West Beardsley Ave.
Elkart, Indiana 46514
John Shaw, Representative
2245 W. 30th Ave.
Denver, CO 80211
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER
3724 Eubank NE
Albuquerque. NM 87111
CAMPUS SPECIALTIES
BIii Smith
324 Louisiana. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
C.G. CONN, LTD
1000 Industrial Parkway
Elkhart. IN 46515
Harold Stone
3817 M16-Summer Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
DEMOUNUN BAND UNIFORMS
Bud Bradley
10000 s. 4th
Greenvllle. IL 62246
GEMEINHARDT. INC.
57882 S.R. 19 S
PO Box 788
Elkhart, IN 46515
GORDON BEKNARD. INC.
5601 Ridge Ave.
Cincinnati. OH 45213
Steve Kirby
PO Box 27460
Phoenix. AZ 85061-7460
HENCO, INC.
Princeton Industries
Michael Brownstein
710 Toto. SE
Albuquerque. NM 87123
LION'S BAND OF NEW MEXICO
John R. Schutz. Director
Box 3 F. Music Depl
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
LUCHETTI MUSIC. INC
Nick Luchetti
2617 Rhode Island, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
MACIE PUBLISHING CO
Julie Sueta
1845 Summit Ave, Suite 400
Plano, TX 75074
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MAESTRO MUSIC. INC.
Jim Kunltz
2403 San Mateo, NE. Suite P 6
Albuquerque. NM 87110
MAY'S MUSIC CO.
Bernie May
5005 Lomas. NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
MUSIC BOX. THE
Michael While
200 S. Downtown Mall
Las Crucu. NM 88001
MUSIC MART. INC.
Joe Keith
210 Yale. SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
MUSIC IN MOTION
Mary Ann Stewart
107 Spanish VIiiage. •645
Dallas. TX 75048
MUSIC WORLD OF AI.BUQUERQUE
Don Johnson
5815 Menaul NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
PRINCETON INDUSTRIES
Mike Brownstein
1305 Stage Coach Lnae. SE
Albuquerque. NM 87123
ROMERO FAMILY MUSIC CEN'JER
Pancho Romero
13130 Central. SE. Suite A
Albuquerque. NM 87123
SILVER BURDETT/GINN CO.
641 Mocldngblrd
Dallas. TX 75247
A.nn Bazan
9205 A.cademy HIit. Drive. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
SOUiHERN MUSIC COMPANY
Arthur Ephross. Director of Publications
P0Box 329
San Antonio, TX 78292
STA.NDBURY UNIFORMS
Wllllam Penkethman
PO Box 100
Brookfield. MO 64628
UNITED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
King & Conn Musical Instruments
Carol Greeley
1000 Industrial Parkway
Elkhart. IN 46516
U.S. ARMY RECRUmNG SERVICE
Dianne Fierro, Public Seivlce
300 San Mateo Blvd., NE. Suite 420
Albuquerque. NM 87108
TAYLOR FUND RAISING
Bud Taylor
2206 N. "H"
Midland. TX 79705
WORLD'S ANEST CHOCOLATE. JNC.
Jay Wlcslo
4801 S. Lawndale
Chicago. IL60632
YAMAHA MUSICAL PRODUCTS CO.
Fran Adams
PO Box 7271
Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

�e�w Mexico Association Of School Music Dealers

WE'RE HERE TO SUPPORT
MUSIC EDUCATION
• EDUCATIONAL AIDS
. CLINICS
• REPAIR FACILITIES

• TEACHING STIJDIOS
• PROFESSIONAL STAFF
• RECITAL PROGRAMS

SUPPORT THOSE
WHO SUPPORT YOU

�legrco Music
�ldocck' s Music Note
�aum'!s Music
Cing IV'1usic

Luchetti Drum & Guitar
The Music Box
Music Mart
Music World

Northern New Mexico Music
Phillips Music
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop
Romero Family Music Center

• EXTRA ATTENTION TO CLEANLINESS AND
SERVICE • ROOMS WITH REFRIGERATORS
• WET BAR SUITES, FAMILY, EXECUTIVE &
HONEYMOON SUITES

Toll Free 1-800-444-REST
(7378)
884-0250
2120 MENAUL N.E.

• IN AUTO REGISTRA
TION & CHECK OUT
• ALL BEDS KING
LENGTH
• NON SMOKING
ROOMS
• DIRECT DIAL
PHONES - FREE
LOCAL CALLS
• SATELLITE COLOR
TV IN ALL ROOMS
MOST WITH
REMOTE CONTROL

MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS
ACCEPTED

• AM-FM MUSIC
• AARP - AAA·
MOBIL
DISCOUNTS
• BEAUTIFULLY LAND
SCAPED POOL
AREA
• 3 STAR MOBIL
• MILITARY &
GOVERNMENT
DISCOUNTS
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THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN
Don Gerheart, Editor
93 Mimbres Drive
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544
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